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Abstract: 

Bangladesh is a developing country of the third world. 

Overpopulation, poverty and unemployment are three major 

obstacles of being developed. In absence of insufficient 

employment, proper skill and education, people have to select the 

way of self-employment for their survival. Thus, informal 

economy emerged in Bangladesh as a means of subsistence. 

Although informal economy is based on little enterprize with a 

low capital, it plays a great role in GDP(Gross Domestic Product) 

and GNP(Gross National Product).The informal sector accounted 

for more than the 40% of total gross value added of Bangladesh 

in2010.Sufficient documentation and opportunity can make it as 

the dictator of national development. Based on a labor force 

survey of ADB(Asian Development Bank),approximately 89% of 

the total number of jobs in the labor market are informal 

jobs.(Country report of Asian Development Bank,2010 ).But the 

significance of informal economy is not known to all and cannot 

extend in lack of study and authority's concern. Therefore, the key 

objective is to assess and explain the scope, significance and 

socio-economic context of informal sector through 

multidimensional analysis. Kamrangirchar has been selected as 

the study area. 
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1. Introduction 

The study of informal economy becomes one of the most important research issues for 

developing countries including Bangladesh. Kamrangirchar, located on the bank of the river-

Buriganga, is an area of Dhaka city. It has been included into Dhaka south city corporation in 

recent time. Kamrangirchar is widely known as Dhaka city's 'waste Dumping'  area(First 

news, article 67).This consists of three wards-55,56,57,including a police station. According 

to the census of 2011, the area of 3.5 square k.m. of kamrangirchar contains 93,000 people 

and population density is around 26500 people. This data contrasts with DAP-Detailed Area 

Plan which reported that 263000 people live in kamrangirchar during 2010 which will reach 

368000 on 2015(First News, article 67). Literacy rate is only 28.56% (Banglapaedia, 2007). 

According to the slum study and census of NIPORT-National   

Institute of Population Research (2006), Kamrangirchar has been announced as the largest 

slum of Dhaka Metropolitan city (NIPORT, 2006). Sniffy rubbish, poisonous smoke and 

hideous sound of small factories have made this area ineligible for inhabitance. Additionally, 

emission of trash in the river has polluted it. Only a few years ago, perhaps after 88, people 

are increasingly growing up here. It is said that the whole area of kamrangirchar stands on the 

heap of trash. Here, majority of the people came from the southern part of Bangladesh. 

Average 6-7 people crowd in a single room where air and light are inadequate. Factories of 

different sizes and products are situated in it. Larger such as Iron and plastic factories are 

operated formally by paying revenue to the government. On the other side, smaller such as the 

factories of balloon, plastic reprocessing, bakery and cell renewing are informal and do not 

encompass the tax regulation of government. Besides, a lot of small-scale business, like 

tailoring business, beauty parlour, handicrafts might be found here. Most of the male adult 

and child members of the family work inside and outside of the area as rickshaw puller, day-

labourer, factory worker and vehicle labourer. Most of the female members work as garments 

worker, factory worker and salesman in the market. 

 

2. Study Tool 

This study is outlined following anthropological methods and is very much Qualitative in 

manner. Then this is analytical rather than descriptive. One month extending fieldwork has 

been conducted to collect firsthand data from the study area. Both purposive and snowball 

sampling methods has been used to select informants. Key informants have been selected 

based on a longtime personal contact within this area. Two aged men and a middle-aged 
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woman are selected as key information. By selecting 10 informal sectors (4 of male 

majority,4 of female majority and others 2 of child majority), about 50 semi-structured and 

unstructured interviews have been conducted. The first 4 male sectors include rickshaw 

puller, factory workers, Day laborer and small business entrepreneurs. The latter four female 

sector include garments worker, market salesman factory worker and small business 

entrepreneurs. Two child's majority sectors are vehicle laborer and factory workers. 

Considering the request of informants and moral ethics, nick name has been used and some 

information has been concealed which in case may be sensitive. Sometimes information 

associated with such kinds of work are hidden in fear of governmental interfere, in some cases 

I used verbal autopsy to get information. Besides these primary data, some secondary data 

sources are used from several essay, websites etc. This study is also based on massive field 

notes and audio records. 

 

3. Informal Economy 

Informal economy is a major part of the total economy, especially for the developing 

countries. The economies where tax is not imposed by the government or is eliminated by the 

participants, and which are not estimated into GNP and GDP. Most often these are small scale 

and self-employed enter prizes that remain unrecorded. Two factors are important behind the 

growth of informal economy. The first is the lack of available employment within formal 

sectors. A self-employment and independent occupation which is beyond the control of 

government are often expected by the citizens. Informal economy is often called the economy 

of poor people. The central features of informal economy are following: 

 Lack of formal law. 

 Easy entry. 

 Small capital. 

 Unrecorded enterprises. 

 Lower skilled workers. 

 Far from public control. 

 Out of tax regulation. 

 Socially and economically insecure. 

 Lack of Insurance. 
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4. Background 

Anthropology, from its emergence, focus on those behaviors and institutions which are not 

recorded. In this sense, the growing informal economy of the developing countries after 2nd 

World War drew much attention of the discipline. But this does not mean, informal economy 

is a recent phenomenon. Economic anthropologists who study the unorganized economic 

activities, have done several researches on informal economy. 

Stuart Platner in his famous edited book 'Economic Anthropology' (1983) discuss the 

differences between formal and informal sectors. His work clearly define informal economy 

and its characteristics. Besides, he showed the informal sector as very much potential for the 

development of a country. 

M. Estelle Smith made a review named 'The informal economy' based on several 

characteristics of informal economy provided by Uzzell, Matters and some other scholars. 

This review defines informal economic sector as consisting of those activities that capture 

resources by 1)Increasing private access to community resources beyond the normative 

allocation.2) Partially or totally evading public monitoring or entry into the general accounts 

as well as any obligatory or reciprocal corporate assessment (that is, tax).In short, the primary 

participants in this sector are producers of good and services who provide some marketable 

commodity that for various reason escapes enumeration, regulation or other types of public 

monitoring or auditing. He also cited that this definition is framed in terms of the current 

world system of nation state. But its essential could easily be applied to non-state societies 

like hunting and gathering group, autonomous village units, chiefdom, and of course city 

state, if these are occurred outside the legitimacy of social unit (Stuart Plattner, 1989). 

In 1971, Keith Hart, an anthropologist working on development project in Ghana, suggested 

that most third world countries had not one but 'Dual Economies (meaning formal and 

informal, rather than the more familiar traditional and modern economies; (see hart, 1073). 

Here, Hart argued that the majority, if not all, of such countries had dual economies-formal 

and informal, the distinction based essentially on that between wage-earning and self-

employment (1973:68). Small scale, informal production of goods and services did not 

conflict with large scale modern production; the two parts of the economy complemented 

each other (Stuart plattner,1989). 
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The more comprehensive discussion emerged from R.T. Naylor, the professor of Economics 

Department in McGill university. He named informal economy as 'Underground' economy' in 

his essay 'The Rise and the Fall of Underground Economy'(2005).There is no underground 

economy in the sense of interrelated black markets with their own production system, 

distribution methods, information flow, financial institutions and enforcement mechanisms. In 

fact, what exists, is a set of disconnected activities of varying degree of illegality, typically the 

work of a person who conduct both legal and illegal transaction in different proportion at a 

different time. Firstly, he divided the economies of a country into three patterns: 

• Economic activities done by religious and charitable organizations which is funded or 

aided by government. Here production are not included in GNP(Gross National Product) 

and GDP(Gross Domestic Product).Tax are not implied. 

• The domestic or voluntary economies where goods and services are produced, wage is not 

paid, tax are not collected. But these economies has a great contribution in GNP and GDP. 

• The third is Market economy which formed three sectors: 

       a) Formal economy: The economy in which legal goods and services are produced in 

legal way, is recognized by government and where taxes are implied. These economies are 

documented in public survey and estimated into GNP and GDP. 

       b) Informal economy: The economies in which legal goods and services are produced 

illegally, are unrecognized by government, where taxes are not implied and remain 

unrecorded in public survey. Although, these economies have a great contribution in GDP and 

GNP, but are not estimated. In Bangladesh, it cannot be said that goods and services are 

produced illegally in informal sector. Rather, most often government is not desirous to control 

them. 

       c)Crime economy: These economies are of two types based on their contribution on GNP 

and GDP. One includes those social crimes like stealing and robbing. Though, it results in 

personal profit, do not produce any new goods and service. Only the booty are transferred 

from one place to another. Therefore, it has no contribution on GDP and GNP. The other type 

includes those crimes through which goods and services are produced and distributed in black 

market, and are forbidden by the law of state such as: smuggling, the business of Coken, Afim 

and Heroine, human trafficking etc. These economies are opposed by the law, but have 

contribution in GNP and GDP. 
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Besides, Naylor believes that these economies are mutually interrelated and dependent.They 

make a complex network among themselves. Thus,they can resist the regulation from 

government. (R.T.Naylor, 2005) 

 

 

 

 

5. Findings 

From the study, several points have been discovered that encompass the multidimensional 

aspects of Informal economy in kamrangirchar. Ratio of sampling and case study are included 

for the clear explanation. 

 

5.1 Emergence of Informal Sector in the Given Area 

Increasing population and poverty impede our development process. On the other side, formal 

sectors cannot meet the demand of employment for the growing population. Furthermore, the 

majority of the formal jobs are associated with semi to high skilled workers while unskilled 

workers are associated with informal employments. Hence, people have to choose alternative-

the way of self-employment. In the study area, most of the people that I interviewed, have 

come to live here in quest of subsistence and self-employment. Indeed, all of the reasons 

behind their shift from village are often sociologically called push factors such as extreme 

poverty, unemployment, natural disasters (e.g. river erosion, flood and cyclone, etc.) also by 

forceful displacement from their early residence. Sometimes, it may be assumed that they 

have come here for their attraction to maintain city lives. Their dresses, lifestyle can 

strengthen such kinds of assumption. But these factors might be considered as their adaptation 

rather than considering 'pull factors'. 

In given area,32 respondent out of 50,refer to their extreme poverty as the root behind their 

appearance in kamrangirchar.11 of them indicate lack of employment opportunity as the main 

factor behind their arrival.0ther 7 informants alluded that they came after being affected by 

flood and river erosion.  

Abdul Khalek, a rickshaw puller of 45 years old, lives with his wife and two daughters in a slum of Ashrafabad. 

He is living here for only five years. Before, he lived in his ancestral village of Madaripur district. He was a 

sharecropper and couldn't maintain his family with his little earning. Aiming at a better earning, he came to this 
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area. He drives a rent rickshaw. He thinks that he is better than earlier. But sometimes, it is difficult to pass 

away. His anguish is that the rent of rickshaw is excessive. 

Fifty years old widow woman named Shirin, lives with his two sons in Rasulpur. She lived in Shariatpur and did 

not go to school any time. Her husband died during 2002 from cancer. she came here with her husband in 1998 

when their house and cultivable land was flooded. 

Illiteracy and lower education rate often fueled poverty and unemployment. These factors 

directly and indirectly force people to get into informal sector. For hardship in family, death 

of the head earning member, high cost of education process and materials and lack of skills 

needed for formal sectors job, many of them have to choose informal activities. About 70% of 

the total did not pass primary education,10% are completely illiterate and others 20% left 

education after reaching S.S.C and H.S.C. 

MD. Sohel, a young boy of 20, came to this area 7 years ago from his birth village Gouronodi of Barisal. His 

father became disabled in a road accident in Kumillah when he was in class five. He has two younger brothers. 

Leaving school in his childood, he came here to seek a job. He works as factory worker in Alinagar now. He 

says that he had no way to continue his study anymore. 

 

5.2 Male and Female as Wage Labour 

Formal Sector is in fact a male dominated sector in context of our Bangladesh. But what 

about the informal sectors? The study of the given area revealed that male and female equally 

participate into the informal activities. Moreover, in some cases, women are larger in number 

than that of men. The work patterns also overlap in informal sectors which is less common in 

formal sector. Male and female wage earner are doing the same work combinedly in factories 

mills and other workplaces. About 35 wage earners have been found out of 50 respondents 

which is consists of 16 women and 19 men.  Most of the women work as garments worker, 

factory and mill worker, market salesman, day labor etc. Conversely, most of the men work as 

rickshaw puller, factory and mill worker, garments worker and day labour, etc. 

In context of Kamrangirchar, there are several reasons behind women's much employment 

and participation into informal activities. These are following: 

 Acquiring personal and economic freedom in decision making within the family. 

 This is problematic to maintain the family with the single earnings of the male 

member of the family. 

 As Informal enterprises are operated with little capital,a few wage  is paid.Hence we 

know that the market price of women' labor is very cheap. So, Entrepreneurs often 

choose women as better for the little wage job. 
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 Women are much more interested to work for a little wage rather than men. 

 The presence of women are more than men in workplaces. 

Rajia Begum and his husband Kamal live in Khalifa ghat of Kamrangirchar. Both of them work outside. Rajia 

works in a plastic processing mill where maximum workers are women and her salary is only 4000 tk. per 

month. Her husband works as an automobile mechanics outside kamrangirchar. He earns a little more than her. 

Rajia has to work harder and longer than her husband. Besides, she takes care of her children and cooks for her 

family. Rajia informed that her decision is also important within her family in recent times.  But, when she was 

unemployed, she was repressed. 

 

 

5.3 Male and Female as Entrepreneurs 

Following gender category, informal economy shows different natures in study area. In case 

of capital formation, business idea, females are more positive than male. Here, it is found 

more common that women make capital from their secret savings. Most often, the business 

ideas are their own. They keep accounting cost more accurately than that of male 

entrepreneurs and can extend their business more quickly. About 5 out of 7 entrepreneur 

women have made capital from their own savings, where only two women have took 

microcredit from local NGOs. 

Hafiza khatun, a women of 28,living in Muslimbag of Kamrangirchar. she has a business of adornment 

conjugation like joining neckless, chain, crown and pendant, etc. she started her business without any capital. 

She took some adornment parts from a local businessman who sells those in local markets. She got some wage 

for her labour. One day, she made a capital to start her own business. Then, she took a rental room to run it and 

appointed some neighboring women as wage worker. Now, she is a business entrepreneur who produces 

adornment in her own factory and distribute these products in the local markets. Currently, about 15 women 

work in her little factory. 

Lutfa Begum, a woman of 40, living in Borogram area of kamrangirchar, runs a business of child clothes and 

handicraft. She purchases the pieces of clothes from garments which she uses to make varieties of child dress 

and handmade products. Around 7 women and 2 men work in her small factory. She earns almost 10 to 15 

thousands per month. She states that she does not start her work without advance from the party. 

As opposed to, men form their capital by selling their ancestral land, taking microcredit, 

borrowing money in high interest and selling or gaging the adornment of their wives. They 

take more risk and their management skills are often lower in quality. Therefore, they often 

fail to extend their business. Around 5 out of 8 male entrepreneurs have made their capital by 

selling their land,1 entrepreneurs by borrowing money and last 2 by mortgaging the 

adornment of their wives. 
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Shahalam sheikh who runs a shoe factory in Ashrafabad. He began it with the money which he borrowed from a 

lender at high interest. After that, he took microcredit from two of local NGOs. The situation is now pathetic. He 

has deplored that he has to pay about the half of his monthly income as repayment to the NGO and money 

lenders. That's why he neither extend his business nor leave it since he has to pay every month. 

 

5.4 In Workplace 

In recent times, men and women both work outsides their home. This is also true for the study 

area. But, as, women have to maintain family too such as cooking, child caring; they often 

choose the area closer to or within their house. Almost all of the women entrepreneurs 

increasingly are establishing business firms within their house or closer to it. The workers 

they employ are their neighboring housewives or girls. Even, sometimes, the buyers of their 

products are also neighboring men and women. But the conditions of the workplace must 

varies in some respect. The workplaces are relatively better than men, if we consider the 

environment and recreation as inevitable factors to the work. Women workers get both things 

effectively. Hearing music and watching television are often common. Besides, they can look 

over their children from the workplaces. Around 9 out of 16 women workers satisfy with their 

workplace. Other 4 have complaint and the last 3 feel that it is o.k. 

Rupali Khatun is an entrepreneurs of a beauty parlour. Few years ago,she worked in a beauti parlour of 

Hazaribag when she was unmarried. She left it after marriage. She has a child of two years now. But, the family 

do not run well by the single income of her husband. Consequently,she has arranged her own perlour in a rental 

shop nearer to the house in Alinagar. She has employed two of her neighbor girls to run the business. 

Another women, Amena runs a tailoring business in Khalifabag. She employed almost 6 girls. She assorts that 

once her TV waste for a few days. Some of the girls were totally absent those particular days. She think it harder 

to keep them into work without television or music box 

 

On the other side, Men's workplace are relatively poor environmentally or recreationally. It 

may be mentioned that men choose Gaza, gambling as a means of entertainment. I have found 

it many times that most of the porn consumers of the kamrangirchar are young boys who 

work in these factories. After livelong work in mills and factories, they crowd in local mobile 

video shops. Approximately 70% of the male workers think that their workplaces are not well. 

They get no facilities of recreation. Sometimes,it is difficult to evacuate in workplace as it has 

not such necessary provision. 

Rakib Hossain, a factory worker, lives in Ashrafabad. Age 21. He feels quite angry with his owner who do not 

give him a single moment free in workplace. He think he has no recreation. He has  to do machinery work in 

loud sound and polluted air often strangle him inside it. 
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Shayla Khatun, a garment worker, lives in Khalifa ghat. Her husband is a rickshaw puller. Her neighbor 

informed me that her addicted husband beat her every night. Sometimes, he stays outside of home and passes his 

time with sex workers. 

 

5.5 Child Labor 

Informal Economy is the largest source of child labor. In kamrangirchar, every informal 

activity includes children as workers. The key reasons for employing them are as: their labors 

are cheap and they are also easy to control. A large share of these children work in boat and 

tempo as helper. About 4 out of 6 children that I interviewed, work as helper of vehicles,1 as 

trash collectors and final 1 as  worker of balloon factory. All of them are of ill-health. Their 

conditions are miserable. There are a number of child welfare organizations and some NGOs 

run some educational course for them and provide different facilities. Inspire of so so, you 

will not find  a sign of any progress. Another mentionable point is that having work for day 

long in a miserable and polluted environment, they have no longer any desire to begin 

schooling or to learn anything. 

Alim, a boy of only 8,live in Ashrafabad slum and works as tempo helper. His father has died. His mother works 

as a house maid. He earns 200tk per day. But I think this work is very much risky and harder, for him. His elder 

brother Selim  of 12 years old, works in balloon factory. His entire body is colored with the chemicals of 

balloon. 

 

5.6 Transformation into Formal Economy 

All the income come from informal activities may not be lumped under taxation rule such as 

rickshaw pulling, trash collection and also hundred of such activities. However, there are a 

lots of informal business like run a factory, mill and shop, etc which fall into taxation rule. 

But two questions arise in this respect that why government do not record it or collect tax 

from these? And why people do not transform their activities into formal? Answer to the first 

one is that these informal economic activities keep a continuous economic flow or transaction 

within the country. Without this transaction banking sectors will be totally valueless. That's 

why, though government is being concerned of these sectors, do not interfere. In contrast, the 

person, engaged in informal activities, thinks it as unprofitable to pay tax. Additionally, they 

believe it will face much of restriction from the law of government. Around 3 entrepreneurs 

out of 5 who have enough income which is under taxation, are unwilling to transform their 

business as formal. Others 2 replied that they have not enough income to give tax. They have 

trade license, so nothing is necessary else. 
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Ali Hussain, owner of a chemical factory in Ashrafabad area. He  confess his business fall under taxation. He do 

not give so. But he has to pay policeman every week. He believes that his business is recorded, government will 

mark it as illegal and will case against it. 

 

5.7 Informal Economic Network 

Here, I want to mention a significant point of R.T. Naylor who stated that informal economy 

forms a complex network where informal economic activities are interrelated or mutually 

dependent. Therefore, these activities can escape the eye of government. I only desire to 

emphasize in this point when the business is out of state law. Here, unlawful informal 

activities are interrelated. In research area, I found that business activities those are 

unrecognized by government, have a good relationship with police and local leaders who help 

them to run illegal business with taking monthly amount. Often, their raw material comes 

from black market and products are also distributed in the black market. 

 

6. Recommendation 

Informal economy may be potential for our development. Lack of identification, official 

statistics and records, the significance often remains invisible. While there have been a few 

previous attempt to measure informal employment using residual-based approach, no survey 

is designed in Bangladesh only prior to the initiatives of ADB (Asian Development Bank) 

measuring the contribution of informal sector in our economy. Therefore, sufficient attempts 

must be made to study this sector deeply and to reveal its out weight. 

Our government and national organizations should give more concern on it, especially on 

counting these activities into GNP. If GNP is consistently underestimated, the data on 

unemployment is likely overstated. 

Informal economies need a better working condition and security arrangement for the 

participants. 

Besides, authority has to monitor child labour as soon as possible for they lead a difficult life 

in Dhaka city. 

 

7. Conclusion 

The informal economy plays a significant role in the labour market, contributing a large share 

to the total employment in Bangladesh. It has been evident that majority of the working poor 

of the study area subsist depending on these employments. However, informal employments 
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may not be sufficient for a standard way of living. Because, these activities often come with 

lower income, hazardous working condition and without any kind of social security. In 

contrast, some people are likely shifting to informal sector where the income and other 

opportunities are more than the formal employment. In this sense, it can call in question the 

logic of welfare state and of taxation system. Also, informal employment is a central place of 

women employment and empowerment. So, it may provide a significant contribution to 

women right movement. Finally, I hope that this essay constructed from the anthropological 

view, will assist the future policy and programs on poverty reduction and on welfare of the 

informal participants. 
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Abstract: 

The families of Padmapukur village who have been settled after 

the riverbank erosion are being victim of dysentery. There has 

been a long change in their socio-economic situations. And these 
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professions before the riverbank erosion and later became day 
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1. Change in the Case of Family Type, Homesteads and Arable Lands 

After the riverbank erosion, the households those who came to the village of Padmapukur 

were the residents of the western part of the other village. These families had their own lands. 

They inherited the land of the estate from the fathers. The land included in their ownership up 

to 1-10 bighas. Thus, a significant change is noticed in the ownership of houses before and 

after of the riverbank erosion. Apart from riverbank erosion, many of these former 

ownerships have also been changed. Many families were used to live jointly and in these 

cases the ownership of the house was in the name of the head of the family. 

Basically, the changes in the ownership pattern have not happened suddenly. A few years 

before the breakdown of rivers, the ownership of the houses have been changing. The arable 

lands are being destroyed by one after another by riverbank erosion. Crops production has 

been decreased. The financial condition of the family has become increasingly worst. 

Changes in the profession and labor transition continue to occur. As a result, joint family 

turns into nuclear families. Thus, when the impact of riverbank erosion began to fall, the joint 

family was forced to break into a single family. 

Studies have shown that 80 families out of 100 families have been affected by river erosion 

more than once. Of these 80 families, there are no arable lands of 60 families. All of their 

arable lands have been swallowed by the riverbank erosion. As a result, there are no more 

lands for their crops production.  In the research area, 15 families were found that they were 

live together in a joint family before the disaster, after the riverbank erosion, all of them got 

into a single family. Apart from this, 40 families have also been found with no houses that 

were also damaged by river’s breakdown. 

 

1.1 Changes in Profession 

Most of the people in the research are are involved in agriculture and fishing’s occupations. In 

the case of farmers, the main occupation of the head of the family was agricultural works. 

After the riverbank erosion, their profession is changed. The amount of cultivable lands of the 

farmers is decreased even sometimes land was destroyed by the river. In order to survive they 

have taken with various occupations. Someone who had a minor occupation before, it is now 

a major profession. However, Labor has also been shifted with the change of professions. At 

present, people have been involved in fishing profession though previously they used to 

cultivate their own lands. With the income of other family members, they used to meet other 

basic needs of the family. 
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However, studies have shown that the family heads are interested in keeping agriculture as 

their major occupation. There are also some reasons beyond this. Aged and family heads do 

not know any other work except agriculture. But the labor of other members of the family is 

changing. They do not want to take agriculture as a major occupation for them. They want to 

learn a good work and reside in Dhaka or any other cities that does not have to rely on 

agriculture or arable land. 

The economic condition of two families was in such position that they had only a few plots of 

arable lands. However, foods and other expenses of families can not ever be met with these 

crops in a year. This family has long been involed with the vegetables business. Even after the 

riverbank erosion, the only source of income was the raw materials business. But their 

economic condition was not much worsened than before.  

Before the danger, women used to work in the field. In addition to rice cultivation, crops of 

two seasons like Rabi and Kharip were also produced. At that time women used to work in 

the field with men. But after the natural calamities, there has also been a significant change in 

women’s profession. During the disaster, women usually do the construction of news houses 

along with other household works while men are descended only to the supporting roles to 

women. After the riverbank erosion, women not only doing household chores but also playing 

a role as family income provider. 

Among 100 respondents, the changes of profession for 50 respondents have been made 

significantly. And out of those 50 respondents, 4 respondents have become day labourer from 

businessmen. Thus, previously, whose professions were agriculture now they are involved in 

business. Now 18 of them are in involved in agricultural works. Previously, they were 

involved in agriculture profession. On the other hand, the numbers of fishermen have 

currently been decreased. For example, 19 people who were involved in fishing occupation 

now they are working in the daily wages. And the main reason is that gradually the river is 

becoming fishless.  

In the families, the profession of boys has also been changed like women. And the average 

ages of these boys are about 15-26 years. Before the riverbank erosion, they were associated 

with both academic and agricultural activities. Due to rapid changes of profession casued by 

riverbank erosion, the economic conditions of those familes have been deteriorated. In order 

to meet the challenges they typically get involved in any profession.  
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1.2 Residences 

The main objective of the survivors is to find out a new habitant after the disaster. In this case, 

those who have money they can easily go away somewhere but those who have lost 

everythings-need to take shelter for someone’s houses which is deplorable. After the loss of 

everything in the riverbank erosion, survivors attempt to settle in the neighborhood or of 

approximately 5-6 miles withhin the area (Akhter, 1999: 16)  

Because they usually hope that once they would be able to return their houses. However, 

whether they will be able to return or not it totally depends on the family's economic 

solvency, social status, family standard, network etc.  

Due to riverbank erosion, the families were not only deprived of their houses, property and 

other related materials, but also specially separated from their respective kinships, friends and 

neighbours, which they could not immediately meet up. Eventually they became victims of a 

psychological crisis and suffering (Elahi et al., 1991). 

At present, some of the families have settled in Padmapukur villages that earlier belong to 

Western area of the same village. Out of 100 respondents, 40 people are facing the collapses 

of the houses. Of these, 15 people’s houses have been swallowed by this calamity. Of these, 5 

families are living in their neigbours homes. And 3 other families are staying at the middle of 

the village buying lands. And the remaining 7 families are staying on the embankments. 

These seven families do not have their own lands.  

 

1.3 Food Habits 

During the disaster, a difference on food habits is seen compare to normal time. Besides, the 

situation remains unfavourable.  But food is essential for survival. A discussion has carried 

out in order to find out the foods habits changes of the victims. Out of 100 respondents, all of 

them opined that no attention was given to eating foods during the mishap. Since no one's 

mind was good at the time of extreme danger. Because everyone has to run quickly to get rid 

of the trees, to cut down the trees and to remove all other essential items from houses to find 

out a safest place. But some of the families could have survived those have some stocked rice 

and pulses. And for those who did not have anything in the houses, they had to go through a 

lot of difficulties during the era of riverbank erosion. It is known that some of the families 

have eaten twice in a day.  

Apart from this, the study area is situated far away from upazila so relief could not be reached 

on time. Basically, the problem is very strong in coastal areas. It has also been found that 
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those who did not have money in their hands had to borrow money from others to provide 

foods. Some of them sell livestocks and run the family, provide food and other necessaries.  

 

1.4 Diseases and Health Problems 

The outbreak of several diseases has been noticed based on the occupation and environment 

of the people of the researched areas. For example- dizziness, cholera, diarrhea, fever, 

typhoid, bloodbill, cough, flux, itching etc.  

However, the intensity of cholera, fever and itchy are more common. The outbreak of the 

three diseases is found severely during the last disaster of the Padmapukur village even a 

woman was died. 

People affected by riverbank erosion usually believe that due to the illness, there has been an 

impact on family as well as the other things and even in the family are stopped if the woman 

becomes sick. Because the whole works of household like cooking, raising and rearing 

children is dependent on women's shoulder. But unfortunately women can not take care of 

their own health due to the increases in household chores during disaster. Besides, women 

usually take the responsibility for taking care of children and old people in the family. 

After the disruption of the river, the condition of which is fairly good, they can easily take 

consultations from the doctor. But for those who have no money they would not able to go 

doctors and take medicines. Since the power of the body is the only soruce to survive, they 

compelled to sell different things in the houses and even sometimes borrow money from 

neighbours for the treatment of diseases. 

There are no hospitals in Padmapukur village or even any hospitals or medical centers in 

between two kilometers of the research area. That is why there is no provision for the 

treatment of people affected by this region. So the villagers have to go to nearby village for 

treatment. In the absence of medical treatment only two women of this village died during the 

last erosion of the river. 

 

1.5 Economic Activities 

Most of the families of Padmapukur's river erosion, based on livelihood, depend on 

agriculture and day-to-day basis. Most of the 100 respondents are involved in agriculture and 

day labor by professionally. However, before the river erosion, most of the people of this area 

had occupation of agriculture. Then people used to live on the basis of agriculture. But after 

the breakdown, a variation can be seen in the profession. If someone is involved in business, 

he also works with daily wages. There are so many residents that they spend a specific time 
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outside of the village only in search of work. But considering the ages, a difference is seen on 

works. Thus, financial variations were seen of Padmapukur village. 

In the research area, it was found that a person main occupation is shopkeeper; along with that 

he works on the daily basis in others land.  

But after the riverbank erosion, young boys and girls were seen to be involved in various 

activities for the purpose of suppressing money skipping their education.  

 

1.6 Other Variabilities of Households 

Riverbank erosion brings different types of changes among different classes of people in the 

area. Almost all classes of people lose their homes, land and so on. Various changes of 

livelihood of the peasants took place mainly due to the changes in labor. The most change is 

noticed now for the farmers. These changes express the lower standard of living. 

Once agriculture was the main area of income for farmers. Families those who have not 

involved with agricultural sector were much more comfortable. They do not have to change 

their profession. But this new labour can not play a special role in improving the quality of 

their life. The changes that occurred due to river erosion and labor changes in the peasant 

family have been found in my studies. 

After breaking the bank of river, it is not possible for them to recover the changes overnight. 

All the families had more than one house for accommodations. At present the number of 

house has been reduced. Previously the families who used to feed the cows in a room, now 

they keep thses animals under open sky. And the place is very smaller than it was before.  

Previously, most of the family used to produce rice and winter crops. But now their 

association with agriculture has decreased. Labor has also changed. As a result, the material 

has changed in the making of their houses. So that many families have been used bamboo 

sticks in making the fences of home. Again, they do not have the ability to repair some of the 

houses. Many people have no capacity in building their house more than once. The fence of 

the house was broken. They said "we would not have had such a situation if the riverbank did 

not break". 

Since most families used to rearing cows in convenience of their household activities, they 

had an impact on their families all the time. In addition to the cultivation of land, this animala 

were considered as a source of income. Sometimes they earn more by selling cow's milk even, 

some people used to keep cows to sell at a high price during Eid-ul Adha-the second hightest 

Muslim festival. But now their land has disappeared in the river. They are not all involved in 

agricultural activities. As a result, they are deprived of this extra income opportunity. 
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1.7 Support from the Relatives 

In spite of some real conditions due to social, cultural and situational reasons, homeless 

families expect a safe shelter as well as all kinds of support from very close relatives at the 

time of their disaster. When the riverbank breaks down, everyone is busy with themselves. 

There is no time to look after others. However, the tendency of being stayed nearby is 

noticed. 

According to the Muslim Family Law, a married woman is inherited to her father’s wealth. 

For various reasons, women maintain good relations with their dynasty’s members so that 

they come forward with the possibility of moral, financial and other assistances in the time of 

danger (Rahman: 2009). 

During the time of riverabnk erosion, each family helped to their relatives by any means. 

Especially in supplying foods and accessories and consulted them mentally to recover the 

losses. Moreover, they always look after their condition. Generally, some families became 

shelterless in riverbank erosion and then take shelter at relative’s houses. Some people have to 

pay some money for the cost due to stay in the house.  

 

2. Changes in Administrative Structure and Judicial System 

Another aspect of the river erosion is the administrative structure and the dynamics of the 

judicial system. Generally, judicial system in rural areas is carried out by the Imam of the 

mosque or by the prominent people of the village. 

Controversy in the village of Padmapukur depends on various issues. For example, on the 

field of cultivation, the animals' livestock (poultry, chicken, goat, sheep, and cow) wasted 

crops. There are more conflicts between land and family is observed. However, after the 

breakdown, there is a lot of conflict and disputes are seen determining the direction of lands. 

It is found in Padmapukur village that if there is a dispute over any minor issue is occured in 

the village, then the issue may up to reach the chairman of the union. And if there is an earlier 

antagonism with someone, and if he is involved in politics, then the conflict increases and 

becomes fatal. Thus, changes in the administrative structure are being seen in the rural areas. 

 

2.1 Occupying Chars 

As per the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) report of 1997, the soil of chars formed in 

the river basin region is more fertile. Information from Bangla Peadia can be seen that the 

chars of Bangladesh are divided into five sub-areas (Alam, 2004: 101-121). Such as: 

 Ganges River 
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 Jamuna River 

 Padma River 

 Upper Meghna 

 Chars of lower Meghna (Akhter: 57-76). 

 

Apart from these chars, there are other chars such as the old Brahmaputra and the Teesta 

River Chars. But these chars are made up of very little land compared to the main river chars. 

According to the 1993 statistics, the total amount of land in Bangladesh was 1722 sq km 

(Ahmed: 10-42).  

Many chars in most of the rivers of Bangladesh are made. But their natural environment is 

very sensitive. If it exists this year it may not in the next year. Besides, there is a scope of 

inundated as well. Due to monsoon floods, these chars become fertile. This fertility usually 

lends itself to unsuspecting refugee populations to stay there. 

Who belong to the wake up zones (chars)? This is a complex question. In fact, this land do not 

belong to anybody, anyone can use these areas, those who can not be owner, works for others. 

Under the law, the owner of this land will be government, but who will go to the explanation? 

According to the Ordinance of the State, 1972, 'Khas land' usually rising in the river, belongs 

to the government. And the rules of the settlement of this land go to the landless. But the 

policy never works, and is not allowed to do. Because the land awakened in the river is not 

registered, there is no record in the papers, so why would the question of partition be raised? 

And if the government survey team goes out, the 'attention' is given in the first part. The 

survey team does not go to the field physically, and thus the land becomes divided at their 

willingness (Daily Khulna News). 

In the research areas, 15 families found that there is no habitation after the riverbank erosion, 

but most of them hope to get their land back in the chars. Athough the victim of the riverbank 

erosion, wapda (embankment) is now awakened, but the sufferers does not posses to take the 

lands. Because after the breakdown, people do usually busy doing their jobs. However, their 

hope is that if the local government takes initiative to get them back the lands, then they will 

get it. But they have no plans to take the chars (Halder: 69-82). 

 

2.2 Immigration 

Families often choose the city or adjacent areas as place of habitation first. Because the 

affected families, due to the breakdown of the river, usually go to the town for lack of work in 

the village. But in Padmapukur village it has been found that for a short time people have 
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been permanently staying in town. For example, they are in the city for six months of the 

year. Six months later, they come to the village. But they are employed in different 

occupations. Analyzing the theoretical aspects of migration, it can be seen that immigration 

has two forms. 

A) Immigration to seek shelter 

B) Immigration to seek livelihood (Halder & Bulbul, 2000: 45). 

 

In the study area, 15 families in Padmapukur village have been shifted from breakaway areas 

to other places in the village, but they have initially stayed in the village in search of 

livelihood. However, there are two more types of migration cases. 

A) Immigration keeoing family distance 

B) Immigration with family (Halder & Bulbul, 2000: 47). 

Head of the family usually migrated to the town in search of employment, has left the family. 

They are mainly located in Khulna city and other cities of the country. However, the people of 

this area have the highest number of jobs for their families in Dhaka and its surrounding 

cities. Here they adapt themselves to any minimum work. 

However, people of all classes do not participate in this migration. Most of the people are 

from the middle class. These people are mostly affected by river erosion. Besides, they do not 

find any type of work during the breakdown. After a certain time they returned to their own 

area. 

Some affairs are seen when migration is done elsewhere with the family. In this case, due to 

both shelter and livelihood, people affected by riverbank erosion generally to migrate. 

Migration within family is seen among all the people. Here people from all classes of high, 

middle-class and low paid move here and there. Although low paid people leave the area 

demanding their shelter and livelihood. On the other hand, main aim of the upper and middle 

class is to teach their future generation, so they migrate. 

However, it is seen in many affected areas that those who have political intimacy with the 

local government will get benefits during breakdown, they do not go anywhere despite the 

difficulties. 

However, one thing has been observed in the study area, whether the family will decide 

wherever to migrate or not it will depend on the decision of family head. 

In the study area, one family has found that most of the family members were involved in the 

trade of fishing, but now their homes are broken into the river as the family moved to the city 

in search of work. 
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3. Case Studies   

3.1 Case Study: 1 

“Where will I go from the Father's land” 

Abul Sana-55. He was a farmer in profession. The number of his family members is six. His 

used to live with wife, three girls and one son. Abul was the only son of his father. At once 

time Abul's house was filled with cows, ponds filled with fish. After all, Abul was happy with 

his family. But his happiness did not last long. Suddenly his wife had a plague disease. Day 

by day his wife started to dry. Before Abul's father Karim died, he left 10 bighas of land for 

Abul. Due to Abul's wife being ill, Abul could not save her wife by paying less than 5 bighas 

of land. 

All of a sudden, sorrow came down to his family. On the rest of the land, he again started to 

produce crops, but result was not satisfactory live previous years.  

But suddenly, his happiness was triggered by riverbank erosion. In the last erosion of 

Kodabak river, two-thirds of the land of his house was destroyed. During the river erosion, 

Abul had to pass through a very difficult time. It was very unfortunate that a little girl and boy 

had to overcome their hardships. At the time of breakdown, Abul lost all of his belongins.  

After the disruption of the river, initially, they moved to nearby village Choramukha, a nearby 

villiage, but returned a few days later. Now Abul is working with the wages of daily basis. 

During the river erosion, various government and non-governmental organizations were 

financially supportive, which were far less than the requirements. 

Abul's biggest relief is that he can still pick up the house in his own place. Most victims were 

not able to do that. With the help of the Vulnerable Group Feeding (VGF), victims were 

financially assisted for several times. They also offered rice, pulses, oil and some other daily 

necessaries. 

 

3.2 Case Study: 2 

“Conduct family with own income” 

Monowara Khatun-35. Father Mofiz Fakir. Monoara studied till the 5th grade. Monowar was 

married to Kalam Gazi, the eldest son of Hakmat Gazi, of the neighboring village. After 5 

years of marriage, Monawar lost her husband. Then Monowar's life came down under the sad 

shadow. Meanwhile, Monwar's two daughters borne. Later, she separated from her father-in-

law family. Even from the rights of her husband's property. Later, Monoara went to Padma 

Pukur with her two daughters to her former village. She gets some part of his father's land and 
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settles there. They were sent to school. Then Manojara started to do business.  But the river 

erosin embraced her happiness. 

Monwara received a plot of land from her father was also destroyed by riverbank erosion. In 

the last few years, due to breakdown of the river, almost all parts of his areas have been 

disappeared in the river. There is only one room to roam and stay-eating work together. 

Suddenly her older daughter got married to the son of her sister. But their family is not well. 

They are also victims of riverbank erosion. Then Monowara works as a laborer. Then begins 

with her life with little girl.  

During the river erosion, many NGOs helped and cooperated with money and emergency 

reliefs, but it was inadequate compared to the requirements. Monoara Khatun used to rearing 

chicken and cow for profits. But now it is not possible due to lack of space. The present house 

is also very dangerous. As a result, now there was a house and a kitchen before the trouble 

was reduced.  

During the breaking of the river, he could not pay much attention to eating and drinking. 

Moreover, the state of mind was not as good at all. Although there was always rice and pulses 

in the house. During the era of disaster, Red Cross helped them in returning cards. 

The card holders who got the help were in that position. 8 kg rice, 5 kg pulses and 3 kg 

soybean oil. But she did not get help from NGOs. She hoped that she would get back to the 

land when the char would awaken. Though she does not have the same situation as before, she 

thinks that she has some respect because she still has room in her own place.  
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Abstract: 

This is a study on the women of Bangladesh particularly the rural 
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deprives women of their rights including reproductive healthcare. 
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1. Introduction 

Bangladesh is a male-dominated society which is popularly labeled as ‘patriarchy’ in the 

feminist literature. Women in Bangladesh are dominated by a patriarchal system, which 

enforces the social and economic dependence of women on men and prescribes the relative 

lower status of women. Although there has been steady progress in reducing gender inequality 

in different sectors like education, health, employment etc. but there exist a huge inequality in 

these sectors of Bangladesh; participation of women in these sectors is very low compared to 

their male counterpart. Gender inequality has appeared as the major barrier in achieving the 

development targets. There are many examples in Bangladesh that even educated husband 

tortures his wife both physically and mentally. Sometimes it goes to the worst situation that is 

killing even in the socially and economically high-status people. This type of offence is 

committed for dowry, extra marital relationship, for being ill-behaved person, frustration, and 

many more.  Even some people beat their wives only for their inhumane pleasure and nothing 

else. Rape, eve teasing, acid throwing, unequal medicare facilities, limited educational scope, 

ignorance, forceful purdah or veil, early marriage, early pregnancy, prohibition on free 

movement and social gathering, inequality between girl and boy child are few examples of 

violence against women. The worst situation in this respect is in the rural area of the country 

where the largest section of the population lives in. Patriarchal social system prevailing in 

Bangladesh is responsible for these. The study, however, has been designed to focus on the 

conditions of patriarchy in rural Bangladesh, its role in gender socialization and how it affects 

every aspect of women’s life including their reproductive rights and healthcare. In this study, 

special emphasis has been put on how women’s reproductive healthcare and behavior is 

shaped by gender socialization. 

 

2. Methodology 

Secondary sources have been used as the source of necessary data, information, ideas, 

analyses and concepts. The sources include books, journals, academic articles, newspaper, 

statistical yearbook, government documents, published or unpublished research reports and 

other social artifacts. In some cases, data and analyses based on personal experiences have 

been used in the study although these are no way alternatives to social scientific research. 
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3. What is Patriarchy 

Patriarchy literally means the “rule of the father’’ which comes from the Greek patriarkhēs, 

"father of a race" or "chief of a race, patriarch" which is a compound of (patria), "lineage, 

descent" (from "father") and "I rule". Historically, the term patriarchy was used to refer to 

autocratic rule by the male head of a family. However, in modern times, it more generally 

refers to social systems in which power is primarily held by adult men. 

By the term patriarchy or patriarchal social system we understand the authority of 

family/household is held by a male member or male members. In that type of social and 

cultural system women have very few or no authority or power over anything and they cannot 

take active participation in family decisions. In this type of system women are neglected, 

dominated, violated, tortured by men. Women have less freedom in these societies. 

Patriarchy is a well-known concept in the third world countries where women’s progress has 

yet not achieved. It affects every sphere of lives like economy, education, employment, social 

structure, norms, thoughts etc. People define the term “patriarchy” from various dimensions. 

According to Macmillan Student Dictionary of Society, “patriarchy refers to particular 

organizations of the family in which fathers have power of life and death over family 

members; a weaker version points to the father’s right to exact obedience and punish 

disobedience.” Thus “father-right” may be viewed as the absolute authority of the male in the 

domestic domain, extending in extreme cases to the power of life or death over the women 

and children within the domestic unit, or more commonly the unilateral right to dispose of 

their property, the right to take decisions on behalf of the whole domestic group, and so on. 

Patriarchy is a social system in which males hold primary power; males predominate in roles 

of political leadership, moral authority, social privilege and control of property; in the domain 

of the family, fathers or father-figures hold authority over women and children. It implies the 

institutions of male domination and entails female subordination. Many patriarchal societies 

are also patrilineal meaning that property and title are inherited by the male lineage. In the 

familial sense, the female equivalent is matriarchy. The root of patriarchy is very much deep 

rooted; as a result, in today’s modern world also shows its ugly face even in highly educated 

society. Patriarchy is reflected through social system, norms and values, religion, art and 

literature, social artifacts, and so on. In other words, all these are the means of establishing 

and consolidating men’s rule over women. 
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4. Patriarchy on Gender Socialization 

Gender is socially and culturally constructed. Before the time of birth, a human being’s sex or 

sex organ determines whether it is a girl or a boy child. But the construction of gender is not 

that. With the growing age a girl learns how to behave, wear dress, to be polite, gentle, and far 

from aggression, introvert, play some specific games, do that, do not do that etc. It is a social 

construction organized around biological sex. Individuals are born male or female, but they 

acquire over time a gender identity, that is what it means to be male or female. Usually, 

family and society teach the girl to be a girl/woman rather than a human. On the other hand, it 

is the boy who learns how to be more aggressive, rough and tough, extrovert, should play 

some tough games, and so on. This is the construction of gender. Patriarchy is established and 

consolidated through gender socialization. 

Gender learning is started from the birth of a child. Early aspects of gender learning by infants 

are almost certainly unconscious. The toys, picture, books and television programs with 

which young children come into contact all tend to emphasize differences between male and 

female attributes. Toy stories and mail order catalogues usually categorize their products by 

gender. Even some toys which seem ‘neutral’ in terms of gender are not so in practice. For 

example, toy kittens or rabbits are recommended for girls, while lions and tigers are seen as 

more appropriate for boys. From the very childhood, girls are given the kitchen toys and dolls 

those indicate that when they grow old, their roles would be as the homemaker or housewife 

and devoted mothers. On the other hand, little boys are given the toys like gun, car, plane, 

football etc. those clearly tell them about their outside work, their role as fighting heroes or 

villain, public place worker, and so on. Thus, different toys make their consciousness 

differently that means different gender. 

In the third world countries, there are some fairy tales (Rup Kothar Golpo) those are cruder 

and roughly indicate gender differentiation in those stories. By listening those Bengali fairy 

tales a little girl can easily imagine herself as the soft, beautiful, charming, mind blowing 

character illustrating in those fairy tales and of course make the dream of her dream boy as 

heroic, soldier type, rough and tough personality who can do anything with his strong 

masculine power depicting in those fairy tales. Who is responsible for a girl’s imagination? Is 

it the family, environment, society, school, parents, relatives, the writers, the global world, the 

toy factories or who else? It is the entire process through which little boys and girls raise, live 

their daily lives. Their learning process is subtle but goal-centric— gender construction. 
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Still today television has been playing a very much significant role in making child 

psychology everywhere in the world. The children’s most frequently watched cartoons show 

that virtually all the leading figures are male, and the males dominate the active pursuits 

depicted. Needless to say that cartoon plays significant role in child socialization as well as 

gender socialization. Similar images are found in the commercials that appear at regular 

intervals throughout the programs. Much interesting matter is that there are some kids who 

specifically like to watch the advertisements of different products. Those advertisements are 

in most of the cases very much gender biased. These teach that beautification is much more 

needed for girls/women to attract men and for this reason there are many products which 

certainly increase a woman’s beauty and can attract men easily. Those advertisements clearly 

depicts that the girl who is not fair and beautiful has in fact no value in society dominated by 

men. So, if one wants to be more valuable and precious in front of the society, she must use 

the product. By showing all these shameful programs at national and international levels, we 

only raising some groups of children who are going to build up some misconceptions in their 

little minds and those misconceptions harm their lives in various ways. All these obviously 

create sharp gender differences. 

Schools play a significant role in gender socialization in all societies. By the time they start 

school, children have no clear consciousness of gender differences. Schools are not usually 

supposed to be differentiated by gender. But in practice, an array of factors in schools affects 

girls and boys differently. There are still differences in the curricula girls and boys follow. 

Boys and girls are often encouraged to concentrate on different sports. The attitudes of 

teachers may subtly or more openly vary towards their female as compared to their male 

pupils, reinforcing the expectation that the boys are expected to be the ‘performers’, or 

tolerating greater rowdiness among boys and girls. The scene is totally same in the context of 

Bangladesh. Though it is a Muslim country, many school authorities do not allow sharing 

same class room for both boys and girls. There are thousands schools in this country those 

strictly obey the different school timing for girls and boys. Co-education system is also 

strictly controlled in favor of gender socialization. In many respects, boys and girls are to 

study different subjects, dress up differently, and behave differently. All those matters affect 

the very small brain of the boys and girls. They start to think about the differentiation among 

them and try to find out the root cause of their differences; at last they find that it is their 

‘gender’, their ‘sex’ which makes them different. Thus, differential behavior of school 

teachers, school management and entire environment consolidates gender learning. Such 
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learning is subsequently reflected in work place, family, society and everywhere of men-

women interactions. 

Because of caring, mothering and nursing roles of women they are primarily absorbed in 

domestic activities and thus become the sacrifiers. If someone is to scarify in the family it is 

the part of women to do this. This is very much common and general scenery in Bangladesh. 

If a child becomes ill, it is the responsibility of mother to take 1 day or more days leave from 

office. But responsibility to children is equal for both father and mother. For all these reasons, 

it is thought that it is useless to take female employee in the job sectors as they have so many 

‘problems’ and it is assumed that they will not provide proper service to the company or job 

place. High officials give priority to male people or in some cases unmarried women as 

unmarried women have not much of family problems. In many job sectors it is seen that job 

circular specifically mentions that female candidates should be unmarried. Because married 

women have many responsibilities to their families, husbands and children. As a result, those 

women cannot perform properly their job responsibilities. But they do not mention the same 

thing about the male people. Although some job circulars specifically encourage female 

candidates to apply and commit to keep the respective organization’s stance free from gender 

bias, but ultimately they prefer male candidates for the sake of job’s nature, which is expected 

to be better performed by male. 

In the surrounding of household, women make themselves busy with cooking, cleaning, 

washing, caring people, serving happiness to the family members but all those hard workings 

are totally ignored. These works are treated as ‘invisible work’ and for these reason, they are 

the unpaid labours in the atmosphere of family. Housework in its current form came into 

existence with the separation of the home and workplace. The home became a place of 

consumption rather than production of goods. Domestic work became ‘invisible’ as ‘real 

work’ was defined more and more as that which receives a direct wage. 

Women everywhere still do most of the work around the house, and poor women spend more 

time on housework than rich women. Women do most of the housework even when their male 

partners do not go out to work. The connection between masculinity and privileges is 

maintained by these men. Women usually or most of the cases do all of the household works 

like personal care, household activities, cleaning, washing, caring for and helping, household 

children, caring for and helping non-household children, work and work-related activities, 

helping in child education, consumer services, professional and personal care services, 

household services, government services and civic obligations, making variety of foods, 
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eating and drinking, make good relationships with neighbors, socializing, relaxing and leisure, 

sports, exercise, recreation, religious and spiritual activities, taking care of sick and older 

persons of household, volunteer activities, telephone calls, and so on. Unfortunately, all these 

works are called nothing in a patriarchal society. And these are absolutely unpaid works. 

Activities performed at home are not socially recognized as ‘work’ ‘productive activity’ 

rather these works is treated as ‘no work’ ‘women’s work’, and so on, and for those reasons 

no cash money is paid. If anyone asks a child or sometimes even adult person about their 

parents’ profession, the child or adult usually answer that the mother is doing nothing. Even it 

also happens in the case of husbands. Husband also says that his wife does nothing rather than 

saying, yes, my wife is doing her works, she is a housewife. Such non-recognition of 

women’s labor is the root cause of denial of their contributions to family economy. From this 

ground, women are deprived of family resources whenever necessary to spend for their own 

purposes. Women are called as the ‘poorest of the poor’; even in rich family poor women may 

live because of unequal treatment between men and women. In Bangladesh most of the cases 

we can see that even if women earn themselves, they have not much power to expend those 

money by own wish. Financial decisions, the most strategic decisions, are made by male 

members particularly the male head of the family. Consequently, women are deprived of this 

economic rights. 

The rural women are involved with both biological and social reproductive activities but none 

of their works are valued properly. A survey shows that a rural woman works 12-14 hours in 

average in a day whereas a man works 10-11 hours. Even their work environment is not 

conducive for good health because they are to work in hon-hygienic environment. But as per 

definition of work, women’s works are labeled as ‘non-economic’ ‘non-productive’ ‘no 

works’ ‘women’s works’ ‘invisible works’, and so on. As women’s works are not recognized 

as work, therefore, women are treated in the family and society accordingly. They are 

considered as ‘dependent’ (parojibi) and consequently they are deprived of their rights. 

Interestingly, even some rural women themselves do not consider their works as works; they 

think that ‘real works’ are done outside home and done by men. Such internalization of 

patriarchic learning obviously undermines women’s rights and creates a psychic circle from 

which they cannot come out. 

In the domain of family decisions, income-expenditure related decisions are the most vital and 

strategic but women have hardly access to these decisions. It is believed that male members 

are the sole income-earners, so they should monopolize in making decisions in these sectors. 
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In all other areas of family decisions, women’s participation is negligible irrespective of their 

demographic background. We have found that even an educated and income-earning woman 

also under the rules of patriarchic decisions making. Thus, men-women differential and 

discriminative participation in family decisions makes women’s rights including reproductive 

ones meaningless. 

In gender socialization, particularly in rural Bangladesh, the role of the family is the most 

dominant and all-pervading. But family system itself is an instrument of oppression and 

domination. All the rules and regulations of the family favor male members instead of 

establishing equality. Therefore, the family does not bear same meaning to both male and 

female members and does not build same future for them. The authority system of the rural 

family is hierarchically ordered in which a male member monopolizes the family powers. He 

is treated as the ‘owner’ of the family. He distributes the family resources and works. He is 

the ultimate source of the family authority. No members of the family can deny his authority. 

Particularly, denying the family head is impossible for a female member rather his 

authoritarian rule on female members is more real. Other male members also have domination 

over female members because they are ‘male’. Distribution of food and services in the family 

are unequally distributed between male and female— male get more and female get less. 

Similarly, healthcare services available in the family are also unequally distributed between 

male and female— male get more and modern healthcare services and female get less and 

traditional-nonscientific services. 

 

5. Patriarchy on Women’s Reproductive Healthcare 

In a patriarchal society like Bangladesh, women are not the real owner of their own body 

rather men particularly husbands are the true owners. They use their respective wife’s body 

according to their sweet wills. A wife plays her role as sex provider without any question and 

excuse. A woman’s physical survival also depends on her husband. Her health and healthcare 

even reproductive rights and healthcare are also regulated by husband and patriarchic rules. 

In many parts of the country women have still been made victims of domestic violence. A 

recent survey conducted by Manusher Jonno Foundation (MJF) reveals violence against 

women is rising both in rural and urban areas. Conducted in October 2012, it covers 1210 

households of 91 villages to collect data on violence against women. According to the survey, 

49 percent of the married women are beaten up or verbally abused for not doing what their 

husbands ask them to do. The scene is more cruel in the “educated society” where a woman 
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cannot say anything or raise any voice thinking that “pase  loke  kisu bole” (if people say 

anything) or “na  pari  koite, na  pari  soite” (neither I can tolerate, nor say something). 

Though these women are academically educated, they have their well social status and respect 

in society which they do not want to lose. So, according to them, it is good for them to be 

silent. 

 

Forms of violence Frequency 

Physical torture 37.2% 

Psychological violence  32.1% 

Victims of financial violence 2.8% 

Encountered sexual violence 1.2% 

Violence hampered education of the children 17.6% 

Did not protest against violence 8.2% 

Total 100% 

 Table 1: Forms of Violence against Women According to MJF Survey 

Source: Ananta Yusuf, “A Call to Men”, Star Magazine, The Daily Star, Friday, April 25, 

2014, p. 27. 

 

Table 2: Men’s (Rural and Urban) Attitudes Toward Violence against Women by WHO 

Survey 

Attitudes Frequency 

Rural men believe a husband has the right to mildly beat his wife 89% 

Urban males surveyed held the same view 83% 

Urban men believed that one needs to be tough to become a real man 93% 

Rural men believed that one needs to be tough to become a real man 98% 

Urban men thought women need to tolerate repression to save their 

families 

50% 

Rural men thought women need to tolerate repression to save their 

families 

65% 

Source: Ananta Yusuf, “A Call to Men”, Star Magazine, The Daily Star, Friday, April 25, 

2014, p. 27. 
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The above mentioned (Table 1) data shows that 37.2 percent women are the victims of 

physical violence or torture by their husbands, 32.1 percent women are the victims of 

psychological violence, 2.8 percent women are the victims of financial violence, the number 

of women who encounter sexual violence is 1.2 percent, 17.6 percent violence hampered 

education of the children and 8.2 percent women do not protest against violence. According to 

WHO Survey, 89 percent rural men believe a husband has the right to mildly beat his wife, 83 

percent urban males surveyed hold the same view, 93 percent urban men believe that one 

needs to be tough to become a real man, 98 percent rural men believe that one needs to be 

tough to become a real man, 50 percent urban men think women need to tolerate repression to 

save their families and 65 percent rural men women need to tolerate repression to save their 

families. A BBS survey report shows that as many as 87% of currently married women in 

Bangladesh have ever experienced any type of violence current husband and this figure is 

89% in the rural area. And 77% of women of Bangladesh reported any type of violence in the 

past 12 months and this figure is 79% in the rural area. Under such a condition of violence 

against women and men’s negative attitude towards women no social service for women 

including reproductive healthcare would be available to access. In reality, negative social 

attitude of patriarchy toward women is the root cause of violence against women and denial 

of women’s reproductive rights and healthcare. 

In Bangladesh particularly in the rural areas, use of contraceptive among female users is the 

lowest among adolescent girls. They have limited access to and use of contraception. The 

common causes of lower contraceptive use among married adolescent girls are ignorance, 

illiteracy, shyness, fear, religious sentiment, low inter-spousal communication on family 

planning. All these conditions are the creation of patriarchy. Adolescent girls do have little 

decision making power as many are uneducated and disempowered. Due to the social 

expectation to have children soon after marriage they start child bearing early, despite being 

children themselves. In patriarchal society a woman’s major role is to perform reproductive 

function— to give birth of a child— not female child rather male child. Thus, a woman is 

used as an instrument of getting child. But men’s negligible participation in the use of 

contraceptive methods puts adolescent wives at risk of unwanted pregnancy or pregnancy 

before her own body is ready for childbearing. Currently, the use of male methods is only 0.6 

percent of the contraceptive prevalence rate. In many cases it is observed and heard that male 

people/husbands do not get sufficient pleasure during intercourse if they use condom or such 

type of thing and for this reason they are very much reluctant to use any kind of contraceptive. 
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Most of the husbands think (both educated and uneducated) that the use of contraceptive is 

totally the matter of women; it is their responsibility to ensure family planning. Patriarchy 

puts such a burden on women and thus makes women’s health at risk. 

A study conducted by the Bangladesh Institute of Research for Promotion of Essential and 

Reproductive Health and Technologies (BIRPERHT) show that majority (66.55%) of the 

teenagers married at 15-17 years of age had their baby delivered immediately after marriage. 

South Asian countries have high proportions of teenage pregnancies with a highest in 

Bangladesh that is 35%. Social, cultural and religious attitude towards girls encourages early 

marriage and to bear children early. A study recently conducted by Mnusher Jonno 

Foundation (MJF) reveals that the average age of child marriage is 15.53 years, 65% are 

married off under the age of 16 and 2.26% under 12. Of these child marriages, 26% took 

place due to insecurity, 19% poverty and 23% social custom. Out of the total 1237 victims of 

child marriage 55% belong to extreme poor families. All these victims of child marriage do 

not know even how to avoid a pregnancy, while others are unable to obtain condoms and 

contraceptives to do so. Teens when become pregnant unplanned are less likely than adults to 

be able to obtain legal and safe abortions to terminate their pregnancies. They are also likely 

to obtain skilled prenatal, childbirth and postnatal care. Teenage care is an important 

component of reproductive health. Improvement of their health means bigger outcome-

improving maternal health and encouraging healthy pregnancy, reduction of maternal and 

child mortality. 

In Bangladesh, many women die every day during childbirth. With the direct causes there are 

some indirect causes also. These indirect causes are called as non-medical causes which are 

illiteracy, superstitions, traditional belief system, women’s lack of decision making power, 

poverty, lack of medicare facilities, religious barriers, gender or male-female discrimination, 

early marriage, domestic violence or violence against women and many more causes. 

Needless to say all these causes and conditions are the creation of patriarchy. Women are 

considered as ‘second sex’ ‘second class citizen’ ‘unnecessary’ ‘less human’ and accordingly 

medical facilities are provided to their healthcare including during childbirth. 

It is said that malnutrition is the major cause of maternal and newborn death in Bangladesh. 

Though poverty alleviation is the first step to tackle malnutrition in general, maternal anemia 

should be addressed particularly as part of tackling malnutrition. Experts say around 45 

percent women in Bangladesh suffer from anemia during pregnancy. Because of anemia, 

women face different types of complications like prolonged labor during delivery. Delivering 
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underweight child, maternal and neonatal death etc. are also the results of anemia. Lack of 

awareness among rural mothers in Bangladesh is alarming. According to the latest national 

Child and Mother Nutrition Survey (CMNS), only 30.9 percent of rural mothers have proper 

knowledge regarding the importance of exclusive breastfeeding in the first six months of life, 

and only 38.8 percent knew the proper age of complementary feeding. Most of the rural 

women are confined to home and they work in private sphere. As a result, they have little 

opportunity to be conscious about their health and healthcare. In Bangladesh, the children of 

poor families aren’t getting the nutrition they need. Bangladesh has one of the highest 

malnutrition rates in the world. Female children are more malnourished than male is also 

consistent with higher female childhood mortality than males. Discrimination against girls in 

intra-family food and healthcare distribution are the major causes of child mortality in 

Bangladesh. 

At least 45 million people in Bangladesh, almost one third of the population, live below the 

poverty line, and a significant proportion of them live in extreme poverty. The poverty rate is 

highest in rural areas, at 36 per cent, compared with 28 per cent in urban centres. Many 

people have an inadequate diet and suffer from periods of food shortage. Half of all rural 

children are chronically malnourished and 14 per cent suffer from acute malnutrition. Because 

of poverty, malnutrition and lack of proper healthcare 14 out of 100 babies in Bangladesh are 

born prematurely before 37 weeks of pregnancy and the rate is rising. Preterm birth 

complications are now the leading cause of death in newborns and accounts for 45% of all 

newborn deaths in Bangladesh which was 36% in 2000. 

The poor nutritional status of Bangladeshi women and children undermines the health and 

wellbeing of all Bangladeshis. Health facilities in rural areas are poorly equipped to deal with 

children with acute malnutrition, nutrients and caloric food is not available. In Bangladesh, 

preterm birth risk could be reduced by close monitoring of women with history of child death 

and antenatal complications and encouraging women to seek antenatal care. Maternal 

nutritional status before and during pregnancy usually contribute to the risk for preterm birth. 

Improving quality care before and during pregnancy increased empowerment of women, 

especially adolescent girls and can help to reduce premature birth rates in Bangladesh. 

Marriage during teenage or adolescence is unacceptably high in Bangladesh like many other 

developing countries. Because of lacking proper academic education, practical and scientific 

knowledge, unconsciousness, superstition, many poor parents in Bangladesh arrange marriage 

for their premature girls. As a result, adolescent pregnancy happens frequently in Bangladesh. 
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This leads to high maternal mortality and morbidity. According to Prothom Alo, the ratio of 

child marriage in Bangladesh is about 64%. WHO estimates about 16 million girls aged 15 to 

16 years and two million girls under the age of 15 give birth every year. In Bangladesh, 

according to UNICEFs State of the World’s Children 2009 report, 64% girls are married 

before they reach the age of 18. As a result, both maternal and child morbidity rates are 

increasing in the country. 

Adolescent motherhood is associated with lower socio-economic conditions. Bangladesh is 

one of the third world countries of South Asia. It lacks wealth, education and many things but 

most importantly Bangladesh lacks awareness, awareness about the lives of the people. It is 

said that at least 85 percent people of Bangladesh live in the rural area. They have not enough 

knowledge and awareness about health and most importantly about reproductive health. These 

people have very much negligence to their daughters. They always show some different 

attitude to their girls which they usually do not show to their sons. These people think that it 

is useless to educate daughters. So, they arrange marriage for their daughters at very early 

age. At that early age those girls become pregnant and give birth children. Those children are 

not that much healthy rather they suffer from malnutrition and various diseases. 

In Bangladesh, a web of factors including social, economic, cultural, and psychological 

causes coming into play which result in adolescent marriage and pregnancy is continuing year 

after year. Poverty is one of the main causes. The concept of dowry is prevalent especially in 

rural Bangladesh and poses as another economic factor that pushes many families to marry off 

their daughters early. Research suggests that long-term demographic effects of adolescent 

fertility may include longer family sizes since the timing of a first birth is usually an indicator 

for future fertility patterns. When a family is already struggling financially, an increase in the 

size of the family usually pushes the family into poverty. 

Adolescent pregnancy impedes a girl’s education and future prospects to function as an 

economically active member of the society. Although net enrolment rates are recently higher 

for girls than boys in both primary and secondary levels of education, drop-out rates are 

worrying. According to Bangladesh Bureau of Educational Information and Statistics 

(BANBEIS), drop-out rate for girls at secondary level stands 54 percent indicating that 54 

percent of all girls who enroll in class 6 drop-out of school by the time they reach class 10. In 

fact, drop-out rates for girls start increasing from class 7; many girls leave school without 

completing the secondary education cycle as families want them to stop education and get 

married. This translates into a huge loss of public investment as public money is being spent 
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to educate these young girls. In Bangladesh, females have the advantage to educate 

themselves as our government gives female scholarship from the primary level to the H.S.C 

level. So, if any girl wants to take education, she can do it easily. But patriarchal dealing with 

female students in every sphere of life is the main obstacle in achieving female education. 

In Bangladesh, rural people prefer marriage of their girls before reaching puberty because of 

lacking education, knowledge, financial solvency etc. and socio religious attitudes are also in 

favor of early marriage. A term ‘shuvo kam’ (good work) is popularly used to mean marriage 

and there is a proverb in the rural area “do not delay in performing marriage”. As a result, 

those little girls become pregnant at their very early age and give births under-weight, 

malnutritious children. Sometimes maternal and child death take place because of this reason. 

Socio-religious culture regarding marriage created by patriarchy thus has been a cause of 

losses of women’s lives. 

Rural-urban disparity in getting reproductive healthcare services is a common feature in 

Bangladesh. Pregnant mothers and children are the worst victims of inequalities simply 

because they are poor and live in villages where healthcare services are not available. 

Statistics shows that only 13% mothers get the services of skilled birth attendants during 

delivery period in the villages whereas the percentage is 37 in urban areas. Before delivery, 

37% women living in the urban areas receive ANC (Antenatal Care) for four times, while 

only 14% village women can access it. Not only these, in all other healthcare services and 

facilities are also unequally distributed between the urban and rural women. Apart from the 

unavailability of health facilities in the rural areas, the main cause of such inequality between 

rural and urban women is the ugly face of patriarchy is acute in the rural areas. 

 

6. Conclusion 

It is patriarchy that determines the fate of Bangladeshi women in every sphere of life. In a 

patriarchal society, the whole system is patterned in such a way that men’s domination over 

women can be maintained forever. It is an automatic process runs through the internalization 

of patriarchic rules, regulations, and prohibitions by women. To socialize women is the safest 

and least risky to achieve the goals of patriarchy. Thus gender socialization is the most 

significant and strategic means adopts by patriarchy. Social values and beliefs, religion and 

culture, language and literature, customs and traditions, institutions and procedures are built 

and developed to serve the purpose of patriarchy. Thus patriarchy patterns and controls the 

whole life of women including their reproductive healthcare. Women’s reproductive 
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healthcare depends on the sanction of all-grabbing patriarchy. Even the individuals (both men 

and women) who make policy and decision on health promotion and employed in delivering 

reproductive healthcare services are also not out of the control of patriarchic desire. Rather 

they subconsciously work as the agent of patriarchy. As a result, patriarchy becomes all-

grabbing and all-pervading in its pursuits. The ugly face of patriarchy is more visible in a 

backward society where women’s progress falls far behind. It is the fertile land for patriarchic 

operations. The women of rural Bangladesh are the typical example of this sort of backward 

women. They are the easy victims of patriarchy; they are deprived of their rights including 

reproductive rights and healthcare because of patriarchic domination, exploitation and 

discrimination.  
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1. Introduction 

Witness is an important constituent of the administration of justice. Anyone with information 

about a crime or fact might have to come to court to answer questions about what they saw, 

heard or experience. To testify in a court case, a person must be able to explain what he 

knows, understand the lawyers' questions and answer them. By giving evidence linking to the 

charge of the offence the witness performs a sacred and public duty of assisting the court to 

discover the truth. This is the reason why before giving evidence he/she either takes an oath in 

the name of God or makes a solemn affirmation that he/she will speak the truth, the whole 

truth and nothing but the truth. He sacrifices his time and takes the trouble to travel all the 

way to the court to give evidence. The witness should, therefore, be treated with great respect 

and consideration as a guest of honour. 

 

2. Definition of a Witness  

In the Oxford Dictionary ‘witness’ is defined as a person who sees an event, typically a crime 

or accident, take place or a person giving sworn testimony to a court of law or the police or a 

person who is present at the signing of a document and signs it themselves to confirm this. No 

particular definition of witness is set out in the Evidence Act, 1872. However, a witness is one 

who can give a firsthand account of something seen, heard, or experienced: In Islam, a martyr 

is termed shaheed, شهيد. Shaheed appears in the Quran in a variety of contexts, including 

witnessing to righteousness, witnessing a financial transaction and being killed, even in an 

accident as long as it doesn't happen with the intention to commit a sin, when they are 

believed to remain alive making them witnesses over worldly events without taking part in 

them anymore.
1
 Witnesses, in a sharia court system, must be faithful, that is Muslim. Male 

Muslim witnesses are deemed more reliable than female Muslim witnesses, and non-Muslim 

witnesses considered unreliable and receive no priority in a sharia court.  

 

3. What Judicial Proceeding is  

Nowhere in the Evidence Act, 1872 ‘judicial proceedings’ are defined. But the term includes 

any proceeding in the course of which evidence is or may be legally taken on oath.
2
 Legal 

definition of Judicial Proceeding can be stated as procedurals and hearings before a court, or a 

tribunal or administrative board that performs a judicial function. Judicial proceedings also 

                                                           
1
 Quran 3:140. 

2
 Section 4(m) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 ;(Act no. V of 1898) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shahid
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refer to any proceedings that take place in a court of law in which a judge presides. The judge, 

essentially, enforces the rules of the courtroom. The proceedings can be either criminal or 

civil. The judge need not even be the one making the final decision on the case in order for 

proceedings to be considered judicial proceedings. In Sharia judicial proceedings have 

significant differences from other legal traditions, including those in both common law and 

civil law. Sharia courts traditionally do not rely on lawyers; plaintiffs and defendants 

represent themselves. Trials are conducted solely by the judge, and there is no jury system. 

There is no pre-trial discovery process, and no cross-examination of witnesses. Unlike 

common law, judges' verdicts do not set binding precedents under the principle of stare 

decisis, and unlike civil law, sharia is left to the interpretation in each case and has no 

formally codified universal statutes. The rules of evidence in sharia courts also maintain a 

distinctive custom of prioritizing oral testimony.
 
 

 

4. Significance of Testimony of Witnesses 

Islam insists on giving Al-Bayyinah to the court and makes it obligatory when given as 

witness to Allah so as to secure the life, property and interest of man.  

“The witness should not refuse when they are called on (for evidence).”
3
 

That’s why if in consequence of court’s order a witness refuses to testify then it would 

amount to an act of contempt of court and disobedience to the lawful authority.  

“Conceal not evidence, for whoever conceals it his heart is tainted with sin and Allah 

knoweth all that ye do.”
4
  

According to Abi Dam, when the testimony of a person is required by a judge (or court) 

thereafter such testimony or evidence and the adducing thereof become an amanah (trust) and 

also fard ain.
5
  

However, in our conventional legal system section 132 of the Evidence Act emphasis on 

giving evidence by saying that a court may compel a witness to answer any relevant question 

even if the answer is incriminating to a penalty but at the same time it guarantees that no legal 

action can be taken against the witness for the statements, if true. So anyone thought as 

witness to a legal proceeding is under obligation to make it to the court for the sake of 

ensuring justice and the court can compel such witness in giving evidence.  

                                                           
3
 Quran, 2:282 

4
 Quran, 2:283 

5
 Ibn Abi Dam, Al-Qadi Shahabuddin Abi Ishak Ibrahim ‘Abdullah Al-Hamdani Al-Humawi, Kitab Adab Al-

Qada, Matba’ah Al-Irshaad, (Bagdad: 1984), 1
st
 edition, vol.1, p. 125 

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-courtroom.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civil_law_%28legal_system%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plaintiffs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defendants
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discovery_%28law%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-examination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precedents
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stare_decisis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stare_decisis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Codification_%28law%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_evidence
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5. Ordinary Witness  

An ordinary witness is someone who personally saw or heard something about the crime who 

must answer the lawyers’ questions and tell the judge what they saw or heard. All these 

evidences are treated as oral evidence and it must be direct.
6
 Oral evidence as to the existence 

of any material thing, supplemented by an order to produce that thing in court for inspection.
7
 

The aforesaid views upheld in the islamic legal system as a witness shall only testify to what 

he had heard or seen. Allah says, 

“O Ye who believe! Stand out firmly for justice, as witness to Allah, even as against 

yourselves, or your parents, or your kin, and whether it be (against) rich or poor. For Allah 

can best protect both. Follow not the lusts (of your hearts), lest ye swerve, and if ye distort 

(justice) or decline to do justice, verily Allah is well acquainted with all that ye do.”
8
 

This ayah explains witnesses summoned to court shall appear as witnesses for Allah and not 

for the litigants or without regard to the fact that it could be injurious to the witness. Only the 

truth is encouraged to embody in the court for fair trial of the case.  

 

6. Expert Witness  

Evidence is received in court only of facts,
9
 from various sources where expert opinion is also 

accepted so as to ensure justice. An expert is a person who has special knowledge and skill in 

the particular fact calling to which the inquiry relates.
10

 The evidence of an expert is 

admissible only when the court has to form an opinion upon a point of foreign law, science or 

art or as to identity of handwriting or identity of finger impression.
11

 The expert opinion 

should be taken cautiously as often they are called by a party with prior consultation that 

requires very often the cross-examining of the expert. Opinions as to existence of right or 

custom,
12

 as to usages, tenets,
13

 and on relationship
14

 are sometimes relevant to the court for a 

                                                           
6
 Section 60 of the Evidence Act 1872 ;(Act no. 1 of 1872) 

7
 Phani Bhusan Halder vs. State 27 DLR 254 

8
 Quran, 4:135 

9
 Rahman,  Dr. Rafiqur , Law of Evidence, (Dhaka :1993, Nuruzzaman  Choudhury),  p. 86 

10
 Gupta. K.K Singh, The Indian Evidence Act, 1872 (Lucknow :1967, 2

nd
 Edition, Eastern Book Company),  p. 

117 
11

 Ibid. p. 116 & section 45 of the Evidence Act 1872 ;(Act no. 1 of 1872) 
12

 Section 48 of the Evidence Act 1872 ;(Act no. 1 of 1872) 
13

 Section 49, Ibid. 
14

 Section 50, Ibid. 
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judgment. However, under Islamic Law it is termed as Al Rayu Al Khabir and also recognized 

as accepted evidence.  

“And before thee also the messengers We sent were but men, to whom We granted 

inspiration: if ye realize this not, ask those who possess the message (wisdom).”
15

  

 

This ayah of the Holy Quran emphasizes on the importance of giving expert opinion. The 

judge who is faced with a perplexing issue should, therefore, inquire from a person who is 

skilled in such an issue. This was also the practice of the Companions of the Prophet (Sm.). 

Ulamas are agreed that opinion of the expert binds the court.  

 

7. Child Witness 

A child who is prevented from understanding the question put to    him or from giving rational 

answers to those questions by reason of tender years is not a competent witness. No particular 

year of age is required to be a witness. Before a child of tender years is asked any question 

bearing on the res–gestae, the court should test his capacity to understand and to give rational 

answers and his capacity to understand the difference between truth and falsehood
16

 and 

reliability of such child’s evidence depends on facts of the case.
17

 Where the guilt or 

innocence of a person depends upon the evidence of a small boy, the testimony should be 

recorded in the form of questions and answers.
18

 The only thing that requires to be done is to 

scrutinize his evidence with care and caution to see whether it suffers from any in 

consistency. To base conviction upon his evidence it is prudent to seek corroboration.
19

 

However, in islamic parlance, baligh (age of majority should be a condition before someone’s 

testimony can be accepted. 
20

 The Hanbalis also accepts the testimony of a child in injury 

cases on the condition that the child’s testimony must be given before he or she leaves the 

scene of the incident because such circumstances will show that the child is speaking the truth 

and still remembers the event well. A report quoting Ahmad Bin Hanbal relates that the 

testimony of a child will be allowed if the child is above ten years old. Ibn Hamid upholds 

this opinion of Ahmad bin Hanbal except hudud and qisas cases.
21

  

                                                           
15

 Quran,16:43 
16

 Rangu Mia 7 DLR 564 
17

 Muhammad Afzal PLD 1957 (WP) Lahore 788 
18

 Emperor vs Haria Dhobi, AIR 1937 Pat. 662; 172 IC 780 
19

 Gadu Mia vs The State 44 DLR 246 
20

 Abdul Qadir Audah, Al Tashri Al-Jina ‘i Al-Islami, Matba’ah Al-Madani, (Egypt: 1963), vol 2, p 403. 
21

 Ahmad Fathi Bahansi, Nazariyyah Al-Ithbaat, Sharikah Al-Arabiyyah Li Al-Tibaah, (Egypt: 1962), pp. 21-22 
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8. Female Witness 

In the conventional legal system female are given the equal and similar importance to that of 

the male in testifying their statement in the court within the purview of section 118 of the 

Evidence Act. Female are competent witness in all cases be it civil or criminal and credibility 

of the testimony has the similar importance of the male. The only test laid down by the Act of 

the competency of a witness whether male or female is his or her capacity to understand and 

rationally answer the question put to him.
22

In islamic parlance, the testimony of two female 

witnesses is considered of a single male witness as to their level of understanding and this 

tendency of taking testimony made applicable to the cases involving property such as sale and 

purchase, waqaf, tenancies, gifts, musaqah, mudaraba, company law, bequests or property 

related crimes such as unintentional killing or compensation for injuries inflicted.
23

 In many 

of the cases in islam male and female have been made witness differently and also number of 

witness required to prove the case is also different. Quranic verses as, 

“And get two witnesses, out of your own men, and if there are not two men, then a man and 

two women, such as ye choose, for witnesses, so that if one of them errs, the other can remind 

her.”
24

 

 

9. Dump Witness 

A dumb person need not be prevented from being a credible and reliable witness merely due 

to his/her physical disability. Such a person though unable to speak may convey himself 

through writing if literate or through signs and gestures if he is unable to read and write. 

When a dumb person is examined in the court, the court has to exercise due caution and take 

care to ascertain before he is examined that he possesses the requisite amount of intelligence 

and that he understands the nature of an oath. Evidence so given shall be deemed to be oral 

evidence.
25

 But in case of a witness who is both deaf and dump, there is no scope of giving 

any evidence as such witness cannot hear any question.
26

 However, in islamic perspective the 

ulama are divided in their views as regards the testimony of a dump witness where Imam 

Malik and Al-shafi are in favor of the acceptance of the testimony of dump person so long as 

                                                           
22

 Abdullah Shah vs. The State PLD 1968 Pesh 1 
23

  A. Othman.  Mahmud Saedon,  An Introduction to Islamic Law of Evidence,  (Kuala Lumpur: 2003,The Open 

Press),  p. 64 
24

 Quran, 2:282 
25

 Section119 of the Evidence Act, 1872 ; (Act no. 1 of 1872) 
26

 Moshed (Md) @ Morshed @ Md Morshed Alam vs. State 53 DLR 123 
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the gestures of these persons are understandable with regards to matters like talak, nikah, 

zihar and ila but Imam Hanbal reject the testimony of such witness supporting the views that 

the gestures made do not reach the status of yaqin or certainty. Consequently,  the signs of 

dump person can be accepted in time of emergency. The tendency of contemporary ulama is 

to accept the testimony of the dump on the basis of necessity because there are no other 

witness’s present.
27

  

 

10. Blind Witness 

A blind is a person of having no sight yet he may be a competent witness. He can depose on 

matters heard or perceived by him. The category shown for the qualified witness as to 

understand the question put to the witness allows the acceptance of blind’s testimony. A blind 

can hear the other statement or can perceive the incidents by his senses. In islam, however, 

the testimony of the blind is rejected by Imam Abu Hanifah whereas Imam Malik, Shafi and 

Hanbali accept the evidence of the blind except in hudud cases. Al Shirazi have held that the 

acceptance of a testimony of a blind person is dependent on things that he could hear only and 

not things which are dependent on eyesight, e.g. witnessing a murder, robbery, zina etc. In 

cases such as these, the testimony of a blind person is inadmissible.
28

 

 

11. Hostile Witness  

Generally a witness is presumed to testify in favour of the person for whose instance he is in 

the court. But notion sometimes to be proved as otherwise when the court permits the person 

calling the witness to cross-examine. In such a situation the witness sought to be declared as 

hostile,  firstly, to the honorable court. Evidence of hostile witness can be rejected. There is 

no rule of law that the evidence of witness who has been treated as hostile must be rejected, 

either in whole or in part, or that it must be rejected so far as it favours the party calling the 

witness or so far as it favours the opposite party.
29

 It should be remembered that a witness 

who is unfavorable is not necessarily hostile, for a hostile witness has been defined as one 

who from the manner in which he gives his evidence shows that he is not desirous of telling 

the truth to the court. In this circumstances, the court may in its discretion permit the person 

who calls a witness to put any questions to him which might be put in cross-examination by 

                                                           
27

 Abdul Karim Zaidan, Nizam Al-Qada Fi Al-Shariah Al-Islamiyyah, Matba’ah Al-Ani, (Bagdad: 1984), p.185 
28

 Ibid. p. 185 
29

 Suruj Mia 2 DLR 114 
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the adverse party.
30

 When a witness is cross examined by party calling him the whole 

evidence is to be taken into consideration.
31

 

 

12. Accused as a Witness  

Formerly an accused was not competent to be a witness or testify on his own behalf and so 

could not be given oath. But after insertion of section 340
32

 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1898, an accused shall be competent witness for the defence and may give 

evidence on oath in disproof of the charge made against him or any person charged together 

with him at the same trial. He cannot be called as a witness except on his request in writing 

and except for the defence. In other words, he has the option to examine himself as a witness 

for the defence and in such case he has to take oath and he is also liable to be cross-examined. 

An accused is not a competent witness for the prosecution and not compellable to give any 

evidence for anyone else. He may choose to remain silent entirely or to content himself with 

an unsworn statement, on which he cannot be cross-examined. The rationale of law is 

apparently to give accused a wholly free choice in the matter. 

 

13. Retraction of Testimony  

At times it may happen so that an accused makes confession and afterwards at the trial 

retracts that. A mere subsequent retraction of a confession, when it was duly recorded and 

certified by a competent Magistrate is not enough to make it inadmissible in all cases. But it 

may create a doubt in the mind of court about its voluntary character and trustworthiness. 

That is why now it is settled rule of prudence that before convicting an accused on the basis of 

confession, which has been retreated afterwards, the court must see that it has been 

corroborated by some other independent evidence, though, no doubt, that a conviction without 

corroboration is not strictly illegal.
33

 With regard to this question of retraction Islamic law 

prescribes several rulings that the judgment shall be postponed if it is made before judgment 

and if after retraction has been held after judgment is pronounced, a number of things will 

have to be considered; a) in cases of hudud or qisas, the execution of judgment should be 

stayed, b) no rule of stay where there are claims for losses or claims other than hudud or 

                                                           
30

 Section 154 of the Evidence Act, 1872 ;(Act no. 1 of 1872) 
31

 Fazlul Haq Sikder vs State 1 BLC 173 
32

 Subs. By Act XVIII of 1923, s. 89, for the original section 340 of the Code of Criminal Procedure Code, 1898 

(Act no v of 1898)  
33

 Abdul Ghani vs. U.P., AIR, 1973 S.C. 264 
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qisas. If a witness retracts testimony after execution of judgment, the judgment still stands. 

But the witness shall be subject to qisas if he purposely gave false evidence.
34

 

 

14. Accomplice and Approver as Witness 

An accomplice is a person associated with the accused at the time of commission of crime or 

he may be termed as a person who participates in the crime.
35

 An accomplice shall be a 

competent witness against an accused person; and a conviction is not illegal merely because it 

proceeds upon the uncorroborated testimony of an accomplice
36

 although an accomplice 

cannot corroborate himself.
37

 Though the conviction of an accomplice cannot be said to be 

illegal yet the courts will, as a matter of practice, not accept evidence of such a witness 

without corroboration in material particulars.
38

 The evidence of an accomplice does not 

demand outright rejection if there is no corroboration but, though, there is no legal necessity 

to seek corroboration of an accomplice evidence it is desirable that the court seeks reassuring 

circumstances to satisfy judicial conscience that evidence is true.
39

  

 

15. Husband and Wife as a Witness 

In all civil proceedings the parties to the suit, and the husband or wife of any party to the suit, 

shall be competent witnesses. Further, in criminal proceedings against any person, the 

husband or wife of such person, respectively, shall be a competent witness.
40

 Thus it is pretty 

clear that the spouse of a person can be a competent witness against that person. Husband and 

wife are both competent witness against each other in civil and criminal cases. They are 

competent witness to prove that there has been no conjugation between them during 

marriage.
41

 Although not mentioned in the Act, it has been held in several cases that 

provisions of this section are subject to Section 122, which makes the communication 

between a husband and wife privileged. The husband or wife of the accused is not allowed to 

testify against the accused, even if he or she volunteers to. The purpose of this rule is to 
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protect the confidentiality of conversations between married couples and to keep peace in the 

home.  

 

16. Witness’s Character  

Character of a witness is always relevant and admissible because it affects his credit and is 

always material as it helps court to come to the conclusion whether his evidence should be 

treated as trustworthy or not. In this respect character includes both reputation and 

disposition. This is why section 146 of the Evidence Act allows any question in cross-

examination, injuring the character of the witness even though the answer to such question 

might tend to criminate him but with a view to test his veracity, to test his position in life 

subject only to the limitations contained in section 148 of the Evidence Act. However, in civil 

cases character of a party to the suit is irrelevant and inadmissible
42

unless it affects the 

amount of damages.
43

 On the other hand,  in criminal proceedings the fact that the accused 

person is of a good character is relevant.
44

 Similarly the accused’s  bad character is relevant 

unless evidence has been given that he has a good character, in which case it becomes 

relevant.
45

 Where the bad character of the accused is itself a fact in issue, in such situation the 

accused may adduce the evidence as to the bad character of the victim or prosecutrix.
46

 

 

17. Special Features of Witness under Islamic Law  

The person making the testimony in the court must be of a  sound minded muslim. Quranic 

verses as, 

“O ye who believe! When death approaches any of you, (take) witnesses among yourselves 

when making bequests- two just men of your own (brotherhood) or others from outside if ye 

are journeying through the earth, and the chance of death befalls you.”
47

  

Again ulama are unanimous in their opinion that baligh (age of majority) should be a 

condition before someone’s testimony can be accepted. Most important feature under this law 

is to be mentioned as the witness must be adil (just) with strong memory (Al-Dabt).   Allah 

says, 
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“Thus when they fulfill their term appointed, either take them back on equitable terms or part 

with them on equitable terms; and take for witness two persons from among you endued with 

justice, and establish the evidence (as) before Allah.”
48

  

He should be of a person free from slavery. It has been ordained in the Quran; 

“Allah sets forth the parable (of two men: one) a slave under the dominion of another; he has 

no power of any sort.”
49

 

The particular last one event to be noted here a witness should be someone who is trustworthy 

and of good character with good morals.  

 

18. Witness’s Oath  

A major component of taking evidence is the way of taking testimony through a procedure 

following a formal oath before tender of the statement in the court which is frequently used in 

the court as halafnama. Oaths or affirmations are administered all Courts and persons having 

by law or consent of parties authority to receive evidence.
50

 All oaths and affirmations shall 

be administered according to such forms as the Supreme Court may from time to time 

prescribe. And until any such forms are prescribed by the Supreme Court such oaths and 

affirmations shall be administered according to the forms now in use.
51

 At present, witness’s 

in Dock customarily taking oath as saying ” hvnv ewje mZ¨ ewje, †Kv‡bv mZ¨ †Mvcb Kwie 

bv Ges mZ¨ ewjqv wg_¨v ewje bvÓ (Whatever I testify is true, no true shall be hidden and no 

false shall be told as true). If the party or witness refuses to make the oath or solemn 

affirmation, he shall not be compelled to make it, but the Court shall record, as part of the 

proceedings, the nature of the oath or affirmation proposed, the facts that he was asked 

whether he would make it, and that he refused it, together with any reason which he may 

assign for his refusal.
52

 

In the same way such oath termed as Al – Yamin under Islamic law. In the Quranic verses,  

Fulfill the covenant of Allah when you have entered into it, and break not your oaths after you 

have confirmed them; indeed you have made Allah your surety; for Allah knoweth all that you 

do”.
53

 

Besides in a Hadith, the trace of oath is clearly identified, 
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“The Evidence (al bayyinah) is on the accuser and the oath is on the accused”.
54

  

The fact of oath under this law is that it is taken in the name of only Allah and another 

characteristic of such oath it is generally done after ‘Asr prayer’ in the mosque where 

congregational prayers are performed and for the non-muslim according to them in their 

sacred place. The plaintiff, defendant and the witness of the case are obliged for taking oath 

refusal of which indicates the arguments in his favor is considered as weak. 

 

19. Witness’s Number 

In our conventional legal system number of witness to testify left to the discretion of the 

judges which is to be applied in each particular fact and particular case. No particular number 

of witnesses shall in any case be required for the proof of any fact.
55

If believed, conviction 

can be based on the solitary evidence.
56

 But Islam prescribes the number of witnesses in 

particular cases. Four male witnesses are required for the proof of zina case,
57

 three male 

witness are to be shown to proof oneself as destitute (Faqir),
58

 two male witnesses to prove 

hudud offences except zina and qisas. Such as theft, robbery, dacoity, consumption of 

intoxicants, apostacy, rebellion etc. Again in proving Nikah, talaq, bequests, freeing of slaves, 

ila, zihar, nasab two male witnesses are required.
59

There are some offences which are to be 

proved by two male witnesses or one male witness together with two female witnesses 

involving the cases of property such as sale and purchase, waqf, tenancies, gifts, musaqah, 

mudaraba, etc.
60

 Sometimes testimony of a male witness and oath of the plaintiff is adduced 

in proving cases involving property only which was used during the four caliphs
61

 and 

testimony of one male witness is used in the matter judges know the fact of the claim i.e. 

where the matter is judicially noticeable.
62

 Testimony of one female witness is also accepted 
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off and on where the cases pertaining to women’s affairs, such as birth of a baby, the crying 

of a baby, suckling, genital defects, determining virginity and the iddah period.
63

 

 

20. Examination of Witness  

Witnesses are examined in the open court under the personal direction and supervision of the 

judges. The view of his examination is to find out the truth of the case so that it is possible to 

come to a solution of the controversy between parties. A witness may face examination by the 

party who calls him, by the adverse party as well as by the presiding judge. A witness may be 

availed of the opportunity for refreshing his memory during he is testified as to referring 

previous written document. Witness shall be first examined-in-chief by the party calling him, 

then cross examined if the adverse party desires and then re-examined if the party calling him 

so desires.
64

All these examinations must relate to relevant facts but the cross –examination 

need not be confined to the fact which is given during examination in chief. 

 

21. Shaking Credit of the Witness  

The credit of the witness in their testimony bears the importance of acceptability of the 

evidence provided which the pave the way for trace out the truth of the case. The opposite 

party in a proceeding always tries to impeach the credit of a witness through many ways with 

the consent of the court; like, by the evidence of persons who testify that they believe him to 

be unworthy of credit from their knowledge of the witness or by proof that the witness has 

been bribed or has accepted the offer of a bribe or has received any other corrupt inducement 

to give his evidence.
65

Again the credit or trustworthiness can be impeached by the proof of 

former statements inconsistent with any part of his evidence which is liable to be contradicted 

or in the case a man is prosecuted for rape or attempt to ravish by showing that the prosecutrix 

is of generally immoral character.
66

 In such a case corroboration of statement of prosecutrix 

by independent evidence is always necessary.
67
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22. Judge’s Power of Questioning to the Witness  

A Judge enjoy unfettered right of putting questions to the witness in attendance in the court. 

To discover or to proper proof of relevant facts he may ask any question he pleases, in any 

form, at any time, of any witness or of the parties about any fact relevant or irrelevant.
68

 This 

power, however, should be used with great circumspection
69

 and the witness is not bound to 

answer court questions which are meaningless.
70

 It is the duty of the judge to put question to 

clear doubts arising out of the statements of witness.
71

 The court also may order the 

production of any document or thing and neither the parties nor their agents shall be entitled 

to make any objection to any such question or order, nor, without leave of the court, to cross 

examine any witness upon any answer given in reply to any such question.
72

 This power of 

judges are the same under islamic law of evidence  to gather knowledge of the case to decide 

finally which can be obtained during the course of trial. For the judges Allah says,  

“If thou judge, judge in equity between them; for Allah loveth those who judge in equity.”
73

 

 

23. Conclusion 

Needless to say, the witness is one of the most important sources of information in 

discovering the truth about the case. He is entitled to be treated with courtesy when he arrives 

for giving evidence fearlessly. Comfort, convenience and dignity of the witness should be the 

concern of the judge with a view to finding out the truth through the testimony. It is high time 

the judges are to be sensitized about the responsibility to regulate cross examination so as to 

ensure that the witness is not ill treated affecting his dignity and honour. Therefore, the 

Supreme Court should take measure through training and supervision to sensitize the judges 

of their responsibility to protect the rights of the witnesses, protecting their security to make 

feel free to come to the court and giving their oral accounts easily, freely, securely and 

without hesitation of fear from any corner to ensure the vital role on the part of witness which 

is indispensible for the proceedings of court if needed some special provisions of Islamic 

evidence law aforementioned may be introduced to that effect. 
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Abstract: 

One of the most barbarous civilizations in the history of the world was 

Arab civilization. The objective of their culture was love laurels, alcoholic 

drinks or gambling-like societies, inferior themes which is even more 

horrific than Homer's Iliad, and the Audese story of Sapcoulis. They used 

to do the worst things in the history of the world. In the name of culture in 

the society, war, violence, oppression, persecution, living graveyard to 

daughters, disputes among the tribes, and so on. At that time, Rahmatul al-

Alamin Prophet Mohammed (Pbuh) appeared on Arab world, the leader of 

the world humanity. And at the time, he has presented the Arab nation to a 

culture and civilization that is characterized by greatness of Islam as well 

as every aspect of the culture of Islam plays an important role in 

accelerating the welfare and progress of the people. This culture has some 

great features, which is based on Tauhid (Oneness of Allah), Resalat 

(Believe in Prophets), and the Akherat (Believe in Hereafter). When 

Muslim culture began to show people the hope of enlighten, people started 

to stand on one line in the society, forgot the hatred and animosity in the 

society, the followers of the ideology, the rage free, and the brotherhood 

became awakened between all, and then the Muslim opponents Westerners 

started many conspiracies against the non-endemic examples of Islamic 

culture. The conspirators started to trap different forms of eradication of 

Islamic culture. The Western countries in which they do not conspire 

directly but they have been trapped in a far-reaching conspiracy, in front of 

the Muslim countries. However, the main objective of the article is to 

highlight the role of cultural aggression in Western countries in the Muslim 

countries. 
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মুসলিম সমাজে পাশ্চাজযের সাাংসৃ্কলযক আগ্রাসনঃ একটি যুিনামূিক পর্যাজিাচনা 

 

সারসাংজেপ 

পৃথিবীর ইথিহাসে অন্যিম একটি বববর েভ্যিা থিল আরব জাথির েভ্যিা। িাসের েংসৃ্কথির থবষয় বস্তু 

থিল প্রেম মালা, মে খাওয়া অিবা জয়ুা প্রখলার মি েমাজ বথহভ্ভব ি, থন্কৃষ্ট থবষয়েমুহ। যা প্রহামাসরর ইথলয়ড, 

এবং েস াথিসের অসডথের কাথহন্ীর প্রেসয়ও আসরা ভ্য়ঙ্কর। িারা পৃথিবীর ইথিহাসে থন্কৃষ্টিম কাজগুসলা 

কসর প্রবড়াসিা। েমাসজর মসযয েংসৃ্কথির ন্াসম যুদ্ধ, রাহাজাথন্, অিযাোর, থন্পীড়ন্, কন্যােন্তান্সেরসক জীবন্ত 

কবরোন্, প্র াসে প্র াসে থবসরায, ইিযাথে কসর প্রবড়াসিা। আর এমথন্ পথরথিসি আরসবর বুসক আথবভ্ভব ি হসলন্ 

রাহমািুথিল আলাথমন্, থবশ্ব মান্বিার মুথির বাহক হযরি মুহাম্মে (েঃ)। আর থিথন্ প্রে েমসয় আরব 

জাথিসক উপহার থেসয়সিন্ এমন্ এক েংসৃ্কথি ও েভ্যিা যা দ্বীন্ ও েথুন্য়ার এক মহসের েমন্বসয় ঘঠিি, প্রয 

েংসৃ্কথির েথিটি থেক মান্ুসষর কলযান্ ও উন্নথি–অগ্র থি েরাথন্বি করসি েহায়ক ভ্ভ থমকা পালন্ কসর। এ 

েংসৃ্কথির রসয়সি থকিু অোযারন্ ববথিষ্টয, যার থভ্থি হসে িাওথহে, প্ররোলাি ও আথখরাি উপর থবশ্বাে। 

মুেথলম েংসৃ্কথি যখন্ মান্ুষসক আিার আসলা প্রেখাসি শুরু করসলা, েমাসজর মসযয মান্ুষ থহংো-থবসদ্বষ ভু্সল 

থ সয় এক কািাসর োাঁড়াসি শুরু করসলা, েমাজ ও মেুথলম প্রেি গুসলা হসয় প্র ল রি পািহীন্, আেসিবর 

অন্ুোরী, প্রকালাসহাল মুি, েবার মসযয ভ্রািৃদ্বসবায জাগ্রি হসলা, িখথন্ মুেথলম থবসদ্বষী িিা পাশ্চািযবােীরা 

ইেলামী েংসৃ্কথির উন্পুম েষৃ্টান্ত েমভহ েহয করসি ন্া প্রপসর এর থবরুসদ্ধ ন্ান্া ষড়যন্ত্র শুরু করসলা। 

ষড়যন্ত্রকারীরা ইেলামী েংসৃ্কথিসক থন্থশ্চহ্ন করসি ন্ান্া  াাঁে বুন্সি শুরু করসলা। পাশ্চািয ষড়যন্ত্র কারীরা 

এ বযাপাসর েরােথর আঘাি ন্া কসর এর থভ্থি উপড়াসন্া যাসব ন্া বসল বুথদ্ধমিার োসি েরেী বনু্ধ প্রবসি েুেভর 

েোরী ষড়যসন্ত্রর  াাঁে প্র সিসি মুেথলম জাথির োমসন্।  আসলাসেয েবসন্ধর মভল উসেসিয হসলা, মুেথলম 

প্রেিগুসলাসি পাশ্চািয প্রেিগুসলার োংসৃ্কথিক আগ্রােসন্র ভ্ভ থমকা ও এর একটি পথরেসরর থেে িুসল যরা।  

 

মুি শব্দ: েংসৃ্কথি, মুেথলম থবশ্ব, ন্বী (োঃ) এর েথরে, ইেলামী েংসৃ্কথি, পথশ্চমা েংসৃ্কথি, পথশ্চমা েংসৃ্কথির 

েভ্াব, মুেথলম েমাসজ পথশ্চমা োংসৃ্কথিক আগ্রােন্। 
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মহাকাি, মহাথেনু্ধ ও মহাথবসশ্বর একেে অথযপথি আিাহ িায়ালা মান্ব জাথিসক েৃথষ্ট কসর এমথন্সিই প্রিসড় 

প্রেন্ ন্াই। বরং িাসের জীবন্ িাথন্ত পভর্ব ভ্াসব পথরোলন্ার জন্য জন্ম হসি মৃিুয পযবন্ত জীবসন্র েসিযকটি থেক 

িিা বযথি ি জীবন্, পাথরবাথরক জীবন্, রাষ্ট্রীয় জীবন্, অিবনন্থিক জীবন্ ও আন্তজব াথিক জীবন্ েভৃ্থি 

জা থিক থবষয় এবং পারসলৌথকক ও আযযাথিক জীবসন্র েমেযা ও েম্ভাবন্ার েষুু্ঠ েমাযান্ থেসয়সিন্ পভর্বাঙ্গ 

জীবন্ থবযান্ ইেলাসম। এই ইেলাম েমাজ বন্ধন্ প্রক অিযান্ত গুরুে েোন্ কসর। ইেলাম প্রযসহিু মান্ুসষর 

পভর্বাঙ্গ জীবন্ যারা থন্য়ন্ত্রন্ কসর িাই মান্ব জীবসন্ থেন্তার থবশ্বাে, েিযয়, আসব -অন্ুভ্ভ থি, বন্থিকিা, 

আযযাথিকিা, োমাথজকিা, আেরন্ ও থিয়াকাসে পভর্বাঙ্গ পথরমাজব ন্ পথরসিাযন্ কসর আর এ েমস্ত 

অন্ুিীলসন্র ন্ামই ইেলামী েংসৃ্কথি। থমিসরর েখযাি োিবথন্ক অযযাপক হাোন্ আইয়ুব িার রথেি আল 

আকাসয়ে আল ইেলামী গ্রসে বসলন্ঃ ইেলামী েংসৃ্কথি বলসি কুরআন্ েুন্নাহ থভ্থিক মান্ুসষর জীবসন্র থেন্তা-

প্রেিন্া, আসব -অন্ুভ্ভ থি, অন্ুরা , মুলযসবায, থিয়াকাে, প্রেৌজন্যমুলক আেরর্, পথরমাথজব ি ও পথরসিাথযি 

েৎকমবিীলিা, উন্নি বন্থিকিা িিা জীবসন্র েকল কমবকাণ্ডসক প্রবাঝায়। মান্ুসষর পথরপভর্ব জীবন্যারাই 

ইেলামী েংসৃ্কথির আওিাযীন্। বিব মাসন্, পাশ্চািয েংসৃ্কথির আগ্রােসন্ ইেলামী েংসৃ্কথি মুেথলম েমাজ 

প্রিসক হাথরসয় যাসে। যবুক-িরুর্সের মাসঝ অথিরিা, থবিৃঙ্খলা ও অপরায েবন্িা থেন্ থেন্ প্রবসড় েলসি। 

আজ এক কঠিন্ েমসয়র মযয থেসয় অথিবাথহি হসি হসে পুসরা মুেথলম জাথি, আজ পুসরা পৃথিবীসি 

মুেলমান্সের উপর েলসি থন্যবািন্ থন্পীড়সন্র স্টীম প্ররালার। মুেথলম থবসদ্বষীরা মুেলমান্সের থন্জস্ব 

েংসৃ্কথি ও কালোর পৃথিবী প্রিসক ভু্লুথিি করার অেয়াসে থলপ্ত হসয় পসড়সি। যার কারসন্ মুেথলম েযান্ প্রেি 

গুসলাসি থবথভ্ন্ন অজহুাসি হামলা োলাসন্া হসে। োম্প্রথিক েমসয় থিউসন্থিয়া প্রিসক শুরু কসর থমের, েুোন্, 

আ  াথন্স্তান্, ইরাক, ইসয়সমন্, থলথবয়া, থেথরয়াসি থবথভ্ন্ন অপেোর োথলসয় এ েমস্ত প্রেি গুসলাসি পথশ্চমা 

থবশ্ব হামলা  োথলসয় িাসের প্রয থন্জস্ব ইেলামী েংসৃ্কথি ও েভ্যিা আসি, িা পথশ্চমা থবশ্ব এসকর পর এক 

ধ্বংে কসর েলসি। 

 

2. গজেষণার লেষয়েস্তু 

পৃথিবীর থবথভ্ন্ন মুেথলম প্রেসি পাশ্চাসিযর োংসৃ্কথিক আগ্রােন্। 

 

3. সালিযে পর্যাজিাচনা 

মুেথলম েমাসজ পাশ্চািয েংসৃ্কথির েভ্াব এই থবষসয় প্রকান্  সবষর্া হয়থন্। িসব থমজান্ুর রহমান্ জামীল 

“ইেলামী েংসৃ্কথির েীমাসরখা” থন্সয় একটি  সবষর্া পথরোলন্া কসরন্, এই  সবষর্ার  লা ল প্রিসক প্রেখা 
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যায়, েথিটি থজথন্সের একটা েীমাসরখা বা  মুবলা রসয়সি। েীমাসরখা বা  মুবলা মসযয িাসক ভ্াসলা বা খারাপ 

িিা ইথিবােক বা প্রন্থিবােসকর েভ্াব। েুিরাং যারা প্রেিীয় েংসৃ্কথির ন্াসম থবজািীয় েংসৃ্কথির গ্রহর্ কসর 

িাাঁরা আেিব েংসৃ্কথির প্রভ্িসরর মান্েণ্ড প্রিসক েম্পভর্ব বাে পসড় যায়। 

হাবীব ইমসরাজ “েংসৃ্কথির আগ্রােন্” থন্সয় একটি  সবষর্া পথরোলন্া কসরন্, িার  সবষন্ার  লা ল প্রিসক 

প্রেখা যায় থবযমীসের েংসৃ্কথি এবং অপেংসৃ্কথির আগ্রােসন্ আবদ্ধ আজ প্র াটা থবশ্ব। পথশ্চমা েংসৃ্কথি েযান্ি 

িিাকথিি যমব থন্রসপক্ষিার আড়াসল যমবহীন্িার থেে অঙ্কন্ কসরসি। েকল যমব উসপথক্ষি হসয় প্র সি। 

পৃথিবীর েকল যমব এি প্রবথি থবকৃি হসয়সি, প্রযখান্ প্রিসক যসমবর আেল রূপ প্রবর কসর আন্া অেম্ভব হসয় 

োাঁথড়সয়সি।  

 

4. গজেষণা প্রশ্ন 

১. পথশ্চমারা প্রকন্ িাসের েংসৃ্কথিসক মুেলমান্সের উপর োথপসয় থেসি োয়? 

২. পাশ্চািয েংসৃ্কথি থকভ্াসব মুেথলম েমাসজ েভ্াব থবস্তার করসি? 

 

5. গজেষণার প্রকৃলয 

এই  সবষর্াটি Qualitative Method এর উপর থভ্থি কসর েংকলন্ করা হসয়সি। 

 

6. নমুনায়ন 

থবথভ্ন্ন প্রেসির েংসৃ্কথিসক এখাসন্ sampling থহসেসব থবসবেন্া করা হসে। পাশ্চািয েংসৃ্কথি মুেথলম েমাসজ 

থবথভ্ন্ন ভ্াসব েভ্াব থবস্তার করসি। এখাসন্ পাশ্চািয েংসৃ্কথি প্রক শুযু Sample থহসেসব যরা হসয়সি। 

 

7. যথ্ে সাংগ্রি পদ্ধলয 

Research Question এর েশ্নাবলীর উপর থভ্থি কসর িিয, উপাি েংগ্রহ করা হসয়সি। এই  সবষর্ায় 

িিযগুসলা প্রমৌথলক থবথভ্ন্ন থবষয়,োম্প্রথিক ঘটন্া প্রিসক িুসল যরা হসয়সি। 

 

8. গজেষণার গুরুত্ব 

েংসৃ্কথি ইংসরজী কালোর এর েথিিব্দ। েংসৃ্কথি বা কালোর েভ্যিার োসি বযাপক ভ্াসব জথড়ি। েংসৃ্কথি 

বা কালোর হসলা Training of mental and moral powers। এ থেক প্রিসক বলা যায়- প্রেহ, মন্, হৃেয়, ও 
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আিার উৎকষব োযন্ হসলা েংসৃ্কথি। মুেথলম েংসৃ্কথি েেব া মুেথলম জাথিসক িার জাথি েিা ও স্বকীয়িা 

েম্পসকব  েসেিন্ কসর প্রিাসল। প্রকান্ জাথির উন্নথি ও অগ্র থি েরাথন্বি করসি ও েংসৃ্কথির অসন্ক ভু্থমকা 

রসয়সি। ঠিক প্রিমথন্ োংসৃ্কথিক উোথেন্িা থকংবা োংসৃ্কথিক প্রেউথলয়া একটি জাথিসক প্র ালাথমর আেসল 

আবদ্ধ কসর রাখসি পাসর।  সল বুথদ্বথভ্থিক লড়াইসয়র এ যুস  আথেপিযবাথে িথির হাথিয়াসর পথরন্ি 

হসয়সি োংসৃ্কথিক আগ্রােন্। আর মুেথলম প্রেসি পাশ্চািয েংসৃ্কথির আগ্রােন্ হসলা প্রটথলথভ্িন্, কথম্পউটার, 

ইন্টারসন্ট, থডি এসন্টন্া েংবাে পে ইিযাথেসক েেুর ভ্াসব েসবি কথরসয় অপবযবহাসরর মাযযসম মেুথলম 

জাথির েথরেসক কলথঙ্কি কসর প্রিালা। োংসৃ্কথিক আগ্রােসন্র লক্ষযই হসলা টাস বট কৃি জাথিসক আিপথরেয়, 

থবস্মৃি, থিকড় থবেন্ন করা, একেল মান্ুসষ পথরন্ি করা, যারা প্র ালাথমসক হাি প্রপসি প্রমসন্ থন্সব। আজ 

মুেথলম জাথি অপেংসৃ্কথির আগ্রােসন্র মারািক থিকাসর পথরন্ি হসয়সি। ইেলামী থেন্তাথবে অযযাপক 

মুথ জরু রহমাসন্র ভ্াষায়, কুেংসৃ্কথির প্রলান্া প্লাবন্ আমাসের লাথলি- মভলযসবায, পভর্ব প্রেিন্া মঙ্গল ও 

কলযার্কর েমস্ত থকিুসক ভ্াথেসয় থন্সয় েলসি মহাো সরর  সভ্ব ।1 

অপেংসৃ্কথি গ্রাে কসরসি মুেথলম জাথিসক। পাশ্চািয েংসৃ্কথি যমীয় থেক প্রিসক থিরক থমথিি এবং বজথবক 

থেক প্রিসক ন্গ্নিায় ভ্রপুর ও বাস্তবিা থববথজব ি। ন্গ্ন েংসৃ্কথির করাল গ্রাে মুেলমান্মান্সের যমীয় থেন্তা-

প্রেিন্াসক যংসের দ্বার োসন্ত থন্সয় প্র সি। িরুন্-িরুথন্সের প্রপাষাসক, আোর বযবহার, কিা বলার ভ্থঙ্গমায় 

থবসিষ যরসন্র অস্বাভ্াথবকিা লক্ষয করা যাসে।  মুেলমান্সে বহু বিসরর ঐথিহয পথরবার েিায় ভ্াঙ্গন্ 

যসরসি। ইভ্টিথজং, মােকােি, খুন্, যষবর্, ইিযাথে অপরায েবন্িা প্রবসড় েলসি। এিাড়া পথশ্চমা থমথডয়া 

েথিথন্য়ি পরথিয়া, থলভ্টুস োর, ন্র ন্াথরর অবায প্রমলাসমিা, ভ্ালবাো থেবে পালন্, বষববরন্, মঙ্গল 

েেীপ এর মি থবথভ্ন্ন েংসৃ্কথি গুসলাসক মুেলমান্সের মাসঝ েসবি করাসন্ার জন্য থবথভ্ন্ন ষড়যসন্ত্র থলপ্ত হসে। 

থবথিষ্ট থিল্পী ও কলাথমস্ট উবায়েলু হক েরকাসরর মসি, মুেলমান্সের থিক্ষাঙ্গন্ আজ রর্াঙ্গসন্ পথরন্ি 

হসয়সি, মাস্তান্- োোবাসজর প্রেৌরাসি উন্নয়ন্ উৎপােন্ বযাহি হসে। মঙ্গল েেীপ মাকব া েংসৃ্কথির যাক্কায় 

মুেলমাসন্রা েথিপাসে শুযু থপথিসয় পড়সি।2 

 

9. উজেজশের েণযনা 

পাশ্চািয অপেংসৃ্কথির থবরুসদ্ধ মুেলমান্সের প্রক জাথ সয় িুলাই অে  সবষর্ার উসেিয। মুেলমান্সেরসক এই 

থবষয়বস্তু েম্পসকব  েঠিক জ্ঞান্ োন্, জ্ঞাসন্র  ভ্ীরিা উপলথদ্ধ করন্, েসয়া  ক্ষমিা বাড়াসন্া, প্রযা যিার 

                                                           
1
 অযযাপক মুথ জরু রাহমান্, কুরআসন্র আয়ন্ায় থবথস্মি রােুল, পৃ. ২৯ 

2
 আজম উবায়েিুাহ হক েরকার, িরুর্ প্রিামার জন্য, পৃ. ১৬৩  
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উন্নথি, েক্ষিা বৃথদ্ব েহ থবথভ্ন্ন উপাোন্ অজব ন্ কসর পাশ্চািয অপেংসৃ্কথিসক েঠিক ভ্াসব প্রমাকাসবলা কসর 

ইেলাসমর মুল িথিসক কাসজ লাথ সয় আিাহ িায়ালা িার রােুল (েঃ)-এর মিােিবসক অন্ুেরর্ কসর 

ইহসলৌথকক কলযান্ ও পরকালীন্ মুথি অজব ন্ করা। িা িাড়া েস্তাথবি  সবষর্ার আসরা থকিু উসেিয হসলাঃ  

 মুেথলম েমাজ প্রক েজা  হসি হসব। েথিসরায করার প্রকৌিল রপ্ত করসি হসব। ন্সেি মুেলমাসন্রা 

বযিব জাথি থহসেসব ইথিহাসের  সবব হাথরসয় যাওয়ার ভ্য় আসি। 

 মুেলমান্সের উথেি োংসৃ্কথিক আসদালন্  সড় প্রিালা। এই আসদালসন্র থভ্থি হসব োংসৃ্কথিক 

েসেিন্িা। 

 মুেথলম রাষ্ট্র গুসলার োংসৃ্কথিক ন্ীথিমালা েন্য়ন্ করসি হসব। েসয়াজসন্ আইন্ ের্য়সন্র মাযযসম 

িা বাস্তবায়ন্ করসি হসব এবং েযাসটলাইট েযাসন্ল থন্য়ন্ত্রসন্র ক্ষমিা ও এই আইসন্ রাখসি হসব। 

 ন্ীথি বন্থিকিা থববথজব ি অশ্লীল বই পুস্তক পথরহার কসর মভলযসবায ও আেিব থভ্থিক থিক্ষার েেলন্ 

করা।  

 পাশ্চািয েংসৃ্কথির থবপরীসি আেিবথভ্থিক থেসন্মা ন্াটক থন্মবার্ করা। 

 পাশ্চািয থমথডয়ার অপেোসর প্র াটা মুেথলম থবশ্ব িিয েন্ত্রাসে আিান্ত। মুেলমান্সেরসক জথঙ্গ, 

প্রমৌলবাে, উগ্রপেী থহসেসব থবসশ্বর মান্ষুসের োমসন্ উপিাপন্ করা হসে। েুিরাং মুেলমান্সের 

উথেি ন্িুন্ ইসলক্ট্রথন্ক এবং থেন্ট থমথডয়া  সড় িুসল  এ েমস্ত থবষসয়র েথিবাে জান্াসন্া এবং 

থবসশ্বর োমসন্ এর বাস্তবিা িুসল যরা। 

 

10. প্রাপ্ত যজথ্ের লেজেষণ 

পৃথিবীর প্রেসি প্রেসি েলসি হান্াহাথন্। পথশ্চমাসের কূটোসল মুেথলম র্ পযুবেস্ত। আরসবর প্রপসটর থভ্ির 

‘থবষস াাঁড়া ইেরাইল িথড় প্রঘারাসে। থবশ্ব রাজন্ীথির থেন্তািীল প্রন্িারা ইেলাসমর অগ্র থি প্ররাসয থমিন্াথর 

িৎপরিা, যমবথবসদ্বষী এন্থজও, থহদয়ুাথন্ েংসৃ্কথির েোর, ন্াথস্তকিা েোর, েংকীর্ব ো¤েোথয়ক উস্কাথন্, 

মুেথলম জন্মহার কমাসন্া, ন্া থরকে বাথিলেহ ন্ান্াথবয কাযবিম শুরু কসরন্। এিাড়াও, জন্েংখযা বা 

উঠথি িথি বাযাগ্রস্ত করার জন্য  র্হিযার মসিা কমবেভথে থেসি ও থদ্বযাসবায কসর ন্া। পািাপাথি আেথিবক 

থেক থেসয় মুথেলম সর্র মাসঝ উম্মাহর অবিান্ এবং ইেলাম েম্পসকব  অসন্ক অজ্ঞিা রসয়সি। পাশ্চািযবােীরা 

মুেথলম েযান্ প্রেি গুসলার থকিু প্রলাকসক িাসের অন্ু ি বাথন্সয় ও ইেলামী েংসৃ্কথির ক্ষথিোযন্ করসি। 

Ramadan, Tariq এই েম্পসকব  বসলন্, The Muslim world has, over the last two centuries, adopted 

four major positions with regard to the rise of Western modernity. The first is a total 
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adaptation of Western culture as the culmination and common heritage of human history. 

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk in Turkey and Shah Reza Pahlavi in Iran sought to modernize their 

countries by adopting Western culture and institutions. The second position is outright 

rejection and denouncement of Western culture as cultural imperialism. This attitude is 

generally couched in the language of conservative Islamism as in the case of modern Wahhābī 

and Salafī movements. But it is equally a statement of identity politics which sees the West as 

a selfish and materialistic culture
3
. 

 

 

11. মুসলিম উম্মাির েযয মান অেস্থা 

মুেথলম উম্মাহর বিব মান্ অবিা ঔপথন্সবথিক িােন্ আমসলর প্রেসয়ও করুর্ এবং ভ্য়াবহ। ঔপথন্সবথিক 

িােন্ আমসল ঔপথন্সবথিক িােসন্র থবরুসদ্ধ ে থিবােী ভ্ভ থমকা পালসন্র েুসযা  থিল। আজসকর থেসন্ ষাসটর 

অথযক স্বাযীন্ মুেথলম রাষ্ট্র িাকা েসেও পযাসলস্টাইসন্র থন্যবাথিি মান্ুসষর পসক্ষ যুলুমবাজ েন্ত্রােবােী 

ইয়াহুথেসের রাষ্ট্রীয় েন্ত্রাসের থবরুসদ্ধ প্রকান্ উচ্চবাসেযর েুসযা  প্রন্ই। এমন্থক স্বাযীন্ মুেথলম রাষ্ট্র েমভসহও 

জায়ন্বােী, ইয়াহুেীবােী প্র াষ্ঠীর খবরোরী বযাপকহাসর বৃথদ্ধ প্রপসয়সি। মুেথলমসের স্বাযীন্ প্রেসি ইেলাসমর 

কিা বলসি, ইেলাসমর োবী িুলসি অজান্া অেিৃয িথির হাসির ইিারায় কৃথেম বাযা েথিবন্ধকিা েৃথষ্ট 

করা হসে। ইয়াহুেী খ্রীষ্টান্ পথরোথলি এন্. থজ. ও.-প্রের অবায কাযবিসমর েুসযা  প্রেয়া হসলও ইেলামী 

প্রেবামভলক েথিষ্ঠান্গুসলার কাযবিসম ন্যক্কারজন্কভ্াসব বাযা েথৃষ্ট করা হসে। অসপক্ষাকৃি মুেথলম যন্ী 

প্রেিগুসলার োন্িীল বযথিসের বযথি ি োসন্ পথরোথলি বোন্যিামভলক কাসজর ওপসরও আন্তজব াথিক 

প্র াসয়দা েংিার খবরোরী অিীসির েকল প্ররকডব  ভ্ঙ্গ কসরসি। ইেলামী েংিাগুসলা  রীব মুেথলম জন্পসে 

মান্থবক োহাযয েহায়িা করসি প্র সলও িাসেরসক েসদসহর প্রোসখ প্রেখা হসে। মুেথলম থবসশ্বর থবথভ্ন্ন প্রেসি 

পথশ্চমাসের ভ্াষায় উগ্রপেী যমীয় প্রমৌলবাসের অবিান্ আথবষ্কাসরর জসন্য জঘন্যিম িিয েন্ত্রাসের আিয় 

প্রন্য়া হসে। বাসন্ায়াট িসিযর থভ্থিসি েন্ত্রাে েমসন্র ন্াসম মুেথলম প্রেিগুসলার অভ্যন্তরীর্ বযাপাসর থন্লবজ্জ ও 

ন্গ্ন হস্তসক্ষপ উসদ্ব  জন্ক ভ্াসব বৃথদ্ধ পাসে। যার পথরর্থি েুেভর েোরী হওয়ায় আজ োয় েববে মুেথলম 

জন্পে আিংকগ্রস্ত। এ পথরথিথিসক বলসি প্র সল েকসলই উসদ্বস র োসি পযবসবক্ষন্ করসি, েকসলর মসযয এর 

থবরুসদ্ধ প্রক্ষাভ্ যভমাথয়ি হে। থকন্তু মুখ খুসল েিয কিাটি েকাি করার োহে-থহম্মি খুব কম প্রলাসকরই 

আসি। মুেথলম থবসশ্বর োয় েবসেসি জ্ঞান্পাপী একটি কু্ষদ্র প্রির্ীর রাজন্ীথিথবে ও বুথদ্ধজীবী িাড়া বাথক 

                                                           
3
 Ramadan, Tariq. To Be A European Muslim. Leicester, U.K.: Islamic Foundation, 1999.  
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েকসলই এ পথরথিথির থবরুসদ্ধ মসন্র মসযয িীব্র প্রক্ষাভ্ লালন্ করসি। বযথি ি আলাপোথরিায় িার 

েকািও করসি। থকন্তু আন্ুষ্ঠাথন্কভ্াসব েকাসিয ইেলাম ও মুেথলম উম্মাহর স্বািব থবসরাযী কমবকাসণ্ডর থবরুসদ্ধ 

অবিান্ প্রন্য়ার মি েৎোহে িাসের আসি বসল মসন্ হয় ন্া। বিব মান্ থবসশ্বর প্রঘাথষি আন্তজব াথিক 

আবহাওয়া ও পথরমণ্ডল মুেথলম প্রন্িৃেবৃদসক থবসবসকর থবরুসদ্ধ, উম্মাহর  স্বাসিবর থবরুসদ্ধ ভ্ভ থমকা রাখসি ও 

বাযয করসি।4
 

এ পথরথিথির  সল একথেসক থকিু প্রলাক আসপাষকাথমিার আিয় থন্সি বাযয হসে। প্রক্ষে প্রভ্সে থকিুসলাক 

েরমপো গ্রহসর্ও বাযয হসে। এ েরমপো গ্রহসর্র প্রপিসন্ও ইেলাসমর থেথহ্নি েিুমন্সের পথরকল্পন্াই কাযবকর 

হসে। িাসের েৃথষ্ট করা পথরথিথির অথন্বাযব পথরর্থিসি এক প্রির্ীর মান্ুষ েরমপো প্রবসি থন্সি বাযয হসি 

পাসর এবং এটা হসল িাসের লক্ষয অজব ন্ েহজ হসব এটা প্রজসন্ বুসঝই িারা এ পথরথিথির েথৃষ্ট করসি। 

এমিাবিায় েঠিক থেদ্ধান্ত থন্সয় আিাহর থকিু বাদাসক এথ সয় আেসি হসব। আসপাষকাথমিার থিকার 

হওয়াও েলসব ন্া, েরমপো ও অবলম্বন্ করা যাসব ন্া। মযযম পোয়ই উিম পো, ইেলামী পো। থদ্বযা 

েংসকাে পথরহার কসর আল কুর’আসন্ প্রঘাথষি মযযমপেী জাথি থহসেসব ইেলাসমর েঠিক োওয়াি, থন্সভ্ব জাল 

োওয়াি, পভর্বাঙ্গ োওয়াি উপিাপসন্র োহেী পেসক্ষপ থন্সি হসব। আযুথন্ক থবশ্ব পথরথিথিসকই োমসন্ প্ররসখ 

প্রযৌথিক, বুথদ্ধথভ্থিক ও ববজ্ঞাথন্ক উপাসয় ইেলাসমর প্রমৌথলক থিক্ষা ও ইেলামী জীবন্ বযবিার বাস্তবিা ও 

অপথরহাযবিা িুসলযরার জন্য বযাপক িৎপরিা োলাসি হসব। েসিযর স্বাক্ষয বলসি যা বুঝায় িার োিবক 

বাস্তবায়সন্ আিাহর একেল বাদাসক থন্রলে ভ্ভ থমকা পালন্ করসি হসব। মুেথলম উম্মাহর প্রমৌথলক পথরেয় 

হসলা, প্রিষ ন্বীর েথিথন্থয থহসেসব িারা েকসলই োয়ীইলািাহ। এ োয়ীইলািাহর ভ্ভ থমকা পালসন্ েবাইসকই, 

থবসিষ কসর প্রন্িৃিান্ীয় বযথিসেরসক উসেযা ী ভ্ভ থমকা পালসন্ এথ সয় আেসি হসব। এ োওয়ািী িৎপরিাই 

ইেলামী িথির উৎে ও মুেথলম উম্মাহর উত্থাসন্র পি েিস্তকারী। 

মথিউর রহমান্ বসলন্, “মুেথলম সর্র অভ্যন্তরীর্ পথরথিথিও েুখকর ন্য়। বাইসরর িথির েষৃ্ট পথরথিথির 

আকার আকৃথি ও েকৃথি প্রিসক থন্সজসের অভ্যন্তরীর্ অবিা আসরা ভ্য়াবহ। মুেথলম থবসশ্বর প্রেসি প্রেসি যারা 

রাষ্ট্র, েিােন্, থিক্ষা-েংসৃ্কথি, অিবন্ীথির থন্য়ন্ত্রক িথি থহসেসব থবসবথেি িাসের মসযয রসয়সি ইেলাম েম্পসকব  

অজ্ঞিা, ইেলামী আেসিবর েথি আিাহীন্িা এবং পথশ্চমা েভ্যিা েংসৃ্কথির অন্ধঅন্ুকরর্ েবর্িা। িাসের 

আিীববাে থন্সয় ক্ষ্মিা গ্রহর্ ও ক্ষমতায় টিসক িাকা েহ থবথভ্ন্নমুখী েুসযা -েুথবযা প্রভ্াস র মান্থেকিা মভলি 

ইেলাসমর থেথহ্নি েিুমসন্র ষড়যন্ত্র েিাসন্তর হািসক এভ্াসব েম্প্রোথরি হওয়ার পি উন্মিু কসরসি। থবসিষ 

কসর এক প্রির্ীর বুথদ্ধজীবী ও থমথডয়া বযথিসের মুেথলম সর্র মসন্ ইেলাম েম্পসকব  থবভ্রাথন্ত েৃথষ্টর অবযাহি 

                                                           
4
 মথিউর রহমান্, মুেথলম উম্মাহর োথয়ে ও কিব বয (ঢাকা : মুহাম্মে ব্রাোেব, ২০০২), প.ৃ ৩২-৩৩ 
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েসেষ্টা এ পথরিথিসক আসরা ভ্য়াবহ কসর িুসলসি। িার োসি বাড়থি মাো প্রযা  কসরসি এক প্রির্ীর 

আসলমসের অসযৌথিক মিপািবকয, েংকীর্বিা এবং কূপমণ্ডভকিা । এসের মসযয দ্বীসন্র পথরপভর্ব জ্ঞাসন্র 

অপথরপক্কিা, ইেলাসমর থবরুসদ্ধ পথরোথলি ষড়যন্ত্র ও প্রকৌিল অন্যুাবসন্ বযিবিা ইেলাসমর েিুমন্সের 

হািসক িথিিালী কসর েসলসি। অিযন্ত েঃুখ ও পথরিাসপর োসি বলসি হয়, অন্ুেন্ধাসন্ জান্া প্র সি কখসন্া 

কখসন্া কু্ষদ্র স্বাসিব এরা ইেলাসমর জািীয় এবং আন্তজব াথিক থবসরাযী পসক্ষর িীড়ন্সকর ভ্ভ থমকাও পালন্ 

করসি। উম্মাহর েকৃি েমেযা েম্পসকব  এসের মসযয বাস্তব জ্ঞান্ বুথদ্ধর প্রযমন্ অভ্াব রসয়সি, প্রিমথন্ জািীয় 

ও আন্তজব াথিক পযবাসয় ইেলাম এবং মুেথলম উম্মাহর স্বািব  থবসরাযী থবথভ্ন্নমখুী িৎপরিা েম্পসকব  িাসের 

ন্ুযন্িম যারর্াও আসি বসল মসন্ হয় ন্া। বযথি-স্বািব, প্র াষ্ঠী-স্বাসিবর বযাপাসর এরা এিটাই অন্ধ প্রয, জািীয় 

স্বািব ও উম্মাহর স্বািব ন্েযাৎ করসিও িাসের মসযয প্রকান্ থদ্বযাসবায েথৃষ্ট হয় ন্া।5
 

দ্বীসন্র উপিাপসন্র প্রক্ষসেও প্রকান্ প্রকান্ মহসলর একসেিেথিবিা এবং ইেলাসমর প্রমৌল থিক্ষার পথরপেী 

কাযবিম জন্মসন্ থবভ্রাথন্ত, অনন্কয ও প্রন্থিবােক যারর্া েৃথষ্ট কসর িাসক। থবসিষ কসর আযুথন্ক থিথক্ষি 

েমাসজর কাসি অসন্সকর উপিাপন্া থবরথি ও থবভ্রাথন্তর জন্ম প্রেয়। ইেলাম থবসরাযী বুথদ্ধজীবী ও থমথডয়া 

বযথিসের হাথিয়ারসক িথি প্রযা ায়। দ্বীসন্র বযাপাসর ঠাট্টা-থবদ্রুসপর উপাোন্ও েরবরাহ করা হয়। মুেথলম 

উম্মাহর ওলামাসয় হক ও প্রমাখসলি দ্বীন্োর বযথিসেরসক এ অবিার থন্রেসন্ কাযবকর, প্রোচ্চার এবং বস্তুথন্ষ্ঠ 

ভ্ভ থমকা পালসন্ এথ সয় আেসি হসব। জন্ সর্র মাসঝ ইেলাসমর েথি আসব  িাকসলও ইেলাসমর েঠিক যারর্া 

ও প্রেিন্ার যসিষ্ট অভ্াব রসয়সি। োযারর্ মান্ুষ প্রিা েভসরর কিা থিথক্ষি প্রলাকসের মসযয ইেলাসমর েঠিক 

যারর্ার অভ্াব েবসেসয় প্রবথি। এমন্থক এক প্রির্ীর যমীয় বযথিসের মসযযও দ্বীসন্র পভর্বাঙ্গ রূপ ও েঠিক 

যারর্া েম্পসকব  যসিষ্ট অজ্ঞিা পথরলথক্ষি হয়। এেব প্রলাক ইেলাম ও মুেথলম উম্মাহর থবরুসদ্ধ পথরোথলি 

েিুমুবখী েিান্ত ও ষড়যসন্ত্রর জাল থবস্তাসরর েুসযা  কসর থেসয়সি। িাই বাইসরর েৃষ্ট েমেযার প্রমাকাথবলার 

পািাপাথি অভ্যন্তরীর্ এ পথরসবি পথরথিথির েথিও আমাসের মসন্াসযা ী হসি হসব। থবসিষ কসর েমাজ 

থন্য়ন্ত্রর্কারী বযথিসের মাসঝ দ্বীসন্র েঠিক োওয়াি উপিাপন্, ওলামাসয় থকরাসমর মযযকার মিপািবকযসক 

েহন্িীল পযবাসয় থন্সয় আো এবং েববস্তসরর জন্মসন্ ইেলাসমর েঠিক থেন্তা-প্রেিন্ার উসন্মষ ঘটাসন্ার 

কাযবিম যু পৎভ্াসব পথরপভর্ব গুরুে েহাকাসর আঞ্জাম থেসি হসব। অভ্যন্তরীর্ পথরথিথির উন্নয়ন্ িাড়া 

বাইসরর িথির প্রমাকাসবলা করা কখসন্া বাস্তবেম্মি হসি পাসর ন্া। 
6
 

 

                                                           
5
 োগুি, পৃ. ৩০৬ 

6
 োগুি, পৃ. ৩০৯ 
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12. পাশ্চাজযের সাাংসৃ্কলযক প্রভাে 

োংসৃ্কথিক আগ্রােন্ একটি োম্রাজযবােী যুদ্ধ। পাশ্চাসিযর েংসৃ্কথিসক েিযক্ষ ও পসরাক্ষভ্াসব মুেথলম থবসশ্বর 

ওপর োথপসয় প্রেয়া হসে। এর মসযয লক্ষর্ীয় হসে ফ্রাসের মসিা একটি প্রেি আইন্ কসর থহজাব থন্থষদ্ধ কসর 

থেসয়সি। এটি েমার্ কসর পাশ্চাসিযর োংসৃ্কথিক আগ্রােন্ প্রকান্ পযবাসয় প্রযসি পাসর। িারা িালীন্িাসক েহয 

করসি পাসর ন্া। িারা ন্গ্নিার থবরুসদ্ধ বযবিা ন্া থন্সয় িাসের েংগ্রাম িালীন্িার  থবরুসদ্ধ। োম্রাজযবােী 

আথযপিযবােী োংসৃ্কথিক আগ্রােন্ মুেথলম থবসশ্বর জন্য েবসেসয় থবপেজন্ক োংসৃ্কথির আগ্রােসন্র  সলই 

মুেথলম প্রেসির অভ্যন্তসর হু হু কসর থবসেিী অসিব েথিপাথলি থবসিষ প্র াষ্ঠীর েংখযা বৃথদ্ধ পাসে। থিথক্ষি 

বুথদ্ধজীবী প্রির্ীর থবরাট অংি থবসেিী স্কলারথিপ, পেক, প্রখিাব, পুরস্কার এবং ন্ ে অিবোথপ্তর প্রলাসভ্ 

লালাথয়ি হসয় আিথবিয় কসর থবসেসির প্র ালাসম রূপান্তথরি হসয়সি। মুেথলম থবসশ্ব অবিান্ কসর আগ্রােী 

িথির স্বাসিব  িারা থন্সজসের প্রমযা থন্সয়াথজি কসর প্ররসখসি, প্রকন্ন্া োংসৃ্কথিক আগ্রােন্ একটি যুদ্ধ, যা 

মুেথলম প্রেি েমভসহর ন্িুন্ েজসন্মর ইেলামী প্রেিন্া থবশ্বাসে েরম আঘাি হান্সি।7
 

 

13. পাশ্চাযে ননযৃত্ব ও এর প্রভাে-প্রলযলিয়া 

েথুন্য়ার প্রন্িৃে ও কিৃব সের বা সডার মুেথলমসের পর পাশ্চাসিযর প্রে েব জাথিস াষ্ঠী থন্সজসের হাসি িুসল 

প্রন্য় যাসের কাসি েিম প্রিসকই থহকমসি ইলাহীর প্রকান্ পুাঁথজ ও েহীহ-শুদ্ধ ইলম-এর প্রকান্ স্বে ও েুদর 

ঝর্বাযারা থিল ন্া। ন্বওুয়যাসির আসলাক-থিখা প্রেখাসন্ মভলি প্রপৌসিই থন্, প্রপৌিসি পাসরথন্। হযরি ঈো 

(আ.)-এর থিক্ষামালার আসলাক-থিখা যা প্রেখাসন্ প্রপৌসিথিল িা থবকৃথি ও মন্ ড়া বযাখযা-থববৃথির অন্ধকার 

আবসিব  হাথরসয় যায়। িারা প্রে আেমান্ী আসলার িভন্য িান্ প্ররাম ও গ্রীসের ে িসর র¶থ ি অন্ধকার দ্বারা 

পভরর্ কসর। ইথিয় পভজা, আযযাথিকিা প্রিসক েভরে, প্রভ্া -থবলােেবর্িা, প্রেি থন্সয় বাড়াবাথড়, েীমাহীন্ 

বযথি স্বাযীন্িার আকাঙ্ক্ষা গ্রীে প্রিসক এবং ঈমান্ী েবুবলিা, আগ্রােী জািীয়িাবাে, িথি েম্পসকব  পথবেিার 

যারর্া ও োম্রাজযবাসের প্রেিািা প্ররাম প্রিসক িান্ান্তথরি হয়। ববরা যবাসের পা লাথম বস্তুবাসের েথিথিয়া 

েৃথষ্ট কসর। থ জব াথযপথিসের প্রভ্া -থবলাে ও েথুন্য়াোরী যমবাথযকারীসের েথি মান্ুসষর অন্ািা ও ঘরৃ্া েৃথষ্ট 

কসর। েরকার ও থ জব ার মযযকার টান্াটাথন্ ও টান্াসপাসড়ন্ জািীয় প্রমযাসজর মসযয থবসদ্রাহ ও 

ভ্ারোমযহীন্িা েৃথষ্ট কসর এবং যমব ও রাজন্ীথির মসযয পািবকয েভথেি কসর। এেব যমবহীন্ জাথিস াষ্ঠীর 

রাজেকাসল মান্ুষ প্রে যমীয় অন্ুভ্ভ থি প্রিসকও মাহরূম হসি িাসক যা অপরাপর মান্বীয় অন্ুভ্ভ থির েসঙ্গ 

োসেযর হাজাসরা বিসরর জীবসন্ অপথরহাযব েসয়াজন্ থহসেসব থবসবথেি হসয় আেসি। আিাহ োথপ্তর 

                                                           
7
 এম এ োঈে, আি িারীখুল ইেলামী ওয়া িারীখু ইলথমল হােীে (ঢাকা: আল  ািাহ পাবথলসকিে, ২০১১), পৃ. ১৯৯ 
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আকাক্সখার োযারর্ রুথের িসল জা থিক কামন্ার বযাথয বাো বাাঁসয। আোর-বযবহার, প্রমৌথলক ও 

েথিযকার মান্থবক গুন্াবলী ও উৎকসষবর প্রক্ষসে থবরাট রকসমর অযঃপিন্ প্রেখা প্রেয়। প্রমাটকিা, প্রলাহা-

লক্কড় ও যািব পোসিবর েববেকার উন্নথি ঘসট আর মন্ুষযসের ঘসট োথববক অযঃপিন্।8
 

 

অন্যথেসক জীবসন্র েঠিক লক্ষয, উসেিয, থমিন্ ও থবশ্বজয়ী প্রকান্ পয় াম ন্া িাকায়  আগ্রােী জািীয়িাবাে 

জীবসন্র লসক্ষ পথরর্ি হয়, পথরর্ি হয় জািীয় বথৃি ও প্রপিায়। এ েম্পসকব  োইসয়ে আবুল হাোন্ আলী ন্েভ্ী 

বসলন্, “জািীয় জীবন্ িায়ী রাখবার জন্য অপর জাথির েথি ঘরৃ্া ও ভ্ীথির আসব  েকাি পায় এবং 

একথেসক েমগ্র োেযসক পাশ্চাসিযর মুকাথবলায় েথিদ্ব›দ্বী থিথবর থহসেসব যসর প্রন্ওয়া হয়। অপরপসক্ষ 

অভ্যন্তরীর্ জািীয়িার েীমাসরখা প্র াটা পাশ্চািযসক কু্ষদ্র কু্ষদ্র প্রখলাঘসর রূপ প্রেয় এবং এক েথিসবিী আসরক 

েথিসবিীর মাসঝ একটি েীমাসরখা প্রটসন্ প্রেয়। এর বাইসর প্রয মান্ুষ িাকসি পাসর িার কল্পন্াও করা প্রযি 

ন্া। োম্রাজযবাে েমগ্র থবশ্বসকই োে থবথির এক বাজার এবং থবথভ্ন্ন োম্রাসজযর মযযকার েথিদ্বথন্ধিা 

েথুন্য়াটাসক কামাসরর েুলা বাথন্সয় প্রেয় প্রযখাসন্ েব েময় আগুসন্র প্রখলা েসল, প্রলাহা উিপ্ত কসর ও থপটিসয় 

েসয়াজন্ীয় অস্ত্র বান্াসন্া হয়। এই েম্পসকব  Hastings Race বসলন্, Prior to the September  11th 

terrorist  attacks, Americans limited exposure to Islam was shaped by Orientalist depictions of 

Arabs as oil rich Gulf Sheikhs, exotic belly dancers, and brutal dictators along the lines of 

Saddam Hussein and Muʿammar  Qadhdhāfī. While international terrorism pre-dated 9/11, its 

association with Islam was often narrowly limited to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. On the 

domestic front, homegrown terrorism evoked images of white males such as Timothy 

McVeigh and the Unabomber. Thus, Americans paid little attention to Muslims in the United 

States, so much so that Arab American Muslims often complained of being an invisible 

minority. The September 11th attacks, however, marked a sea change in the level of scrutiny 

placed upon Muslims in America. The association of Arabs and Muslims with terrorism 

became the quintessential stereotype evoked in national security debates  Media  images of 

dark-skinned, bearded Middle Eastern men permeated the mainstream media, allowing for 

misinformation about Islam as a violent ideology proliferated among Americans otherwise 

lacking any exposure to Islam, the Middle East, or Muslims. Indeed, the word terrorism 

                                                           
8
 োইথয়ে আবুল হাোন্ আলী ন্েভ্ী, ভ্ারিবসষব মুেলমান্সের অবোন্ (ঢাকা : মুহাম্মে ব্রাোেব, ২০১২), প.ৃ ১৪২ 
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axiomatically referred to Muslims, notwithstanding the marked growth of militant nativist 

groups considered to be right wing extremists by the government and anti-hate watch groups.
9
 

 

14. লেশ্বেোপী োলিলিয়াজযর প্রসার 

এ েময় এমন্ প্রকান্ িথিিালী জাথিস াষ্ঠী, েম্প্রোয় থকংবা েল োযারর্ মান্ুসষর োমসন্ প্রন্ই প্রয, এ েব 

পাশ্চািয জাথিস াষ্ঠীর েসঙ্গ আকীো ি ও েথৃষ্টভ্থঙ্গ ি মিপািবকয প্রপাষর্ কসর এবং িাসের জাথহলী েিবন্ ও 

বস্তুবােী জীবন্-বযবিার থবসরাযী। এমন্ জাথি, ে¤েোয় থকংবা েল এ মুহভ সিব  ন্া ইউসরাসপ আসি আর ন্া 

আসি এথিয়া থকংবা আথফ্রকায়। ইউসরাসপর জামবান্ প্রহাক থকংবা এথিয়া মহাসেসির প্রকান্ জাপান্ী অিবা 

ভ্ারিীয় অথযবােী, েকসলই এ জাসহলী েিবন্ ও এ বস্তুবােী জীবন্-বযবিার েমিবক ও ভ্ি থবশ্বােী। আর িা 

ন্া হসলও থবশ্বােী েমিবসক পথরর্ি হসি যাসে। িাকসলা প্রে েব রাজনন্থিক মিপািবকয এবং থবথভ্ন্ন 

জাথিস াষ্ঠীর মযযকার রাজনন্থিক েংঘাি-েংঘষব যা এ মুহভ সিব  থবথভ্ন্ন েিবন্ থকংবা যুসদ্ধর আকাসর েথৃষ্টস াের 

হসে িা শুযুই এ থন্সয় প্রয, এ বস্তুপভজার অভ্ীষ্ট লসক্ষযর থেসক থন্সয় যাবার প্রন্িৃে ও কিৃব ে কার হাসি িাকসব। 
10

 

এ েেসঙ্গ োইসয়ে আবুল হাোন্ আলী ন্েভ্ী বসলন্, “এক জাথির প্রপৌরুষ ও জািীয় মযবাোসবায এটা েইসি 

রাজী ন্য়, অন্য জাথি েীঘবকাল যসর েথুন্য়ার বুসক প্রন্িৃসের আেসন্ অথযথষ্ঠি িাকসব, জীবন্-েমেযা ও েমভহ 

কলযার্ প্রিসক  ায়ো লুটসব এবং থবসশ্বর বাজার ও ন্য়া ন্য়া ঔপথন্সবসির ওপর থন্য়ন্ত্রর্ জাাঁথকসয় বেসব, অিে 

িথি-োমিবয, থবেযা-বুথদ্ধ ও প্রযা যিার থেক থেসয় প্রে কাসরার প্রপিসন্ ন্য় থকংবা কাসরার প্রেসয় কম ন্য়। 

িাকসলা এ প্রয, প্রে স্বয়ং অপর প্রকান্ মন্থযসলর থেসক অগ্রের হসি এবং অন্য জাথিস াষ্ঠী গুসলাসক থন্সয় প্রযসি 

োয়, পৃথিবীর বুসক ন্যায়ন্ীথি, িাথন্ত ও ইন্ো  কাসয়ম করসি োয় এবং েথুন্য়ার  থিমুখ যমবহীন্িা ও 

বস্তুবাথেিার থেক প্রিসক ঘুথরসয় যমব ও আযযাথিকিার থেসক, েথরেহীন্িা প্রিসক আখলাক-েথরসের থেসক এবং 

ন্ ে-পরস্তী ও িয়িান্ পভজার থেক প্রিসক আিাহর ইবােি-বসদ ীর থেসক পাসে থেসি োয়। িা এ  রীব এর 

োথবোর প্রযমন্ ন্য়, প্রিমথন্ কখসন্া এর আকাঙ্ক্ষীও  ন্য়।”11
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 This essay is based on a longer article entitled "From the Oppressed to the Terrorist: American Muslim Women 

Caught in the Crosshairs of Intersectionality 
10

 োগুি, পৃ. ২০০ 
11

 ড. ইউেু  আল কারজাভ্ী, ইেলামী পুন্জব া রর্ : েমেযা ও েম্ভাবন্া (ঢাকা: আহোন্ পাবথলসকিন্ ২০১২) 
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15. পাশ্চাজযের সাম্রােেোদীজদর প্রভাে 

ন্বয োম্রাজযবাে বিব মাসন্ মেুথলম থবসশ্বর জন্য েবসেসয় বড় েযাসলঞ্জ। এটি েকৃিপসক্ষ রাজনন্থিক েযাসলঞ্জ বা 

আগ্রােন্ যা আ  াথন্স্তান্ ও ইরাসক প্রেখা প্র সি। আন্তজব াথিক আইসন্ মাথকব ন্ যিুরাসষ্ট্রর প্রকাসন্া অথযকার 

থিল ন্া আ  াথন্স্তান্ আিমর্ করার। মাথকব ন্ যুিরাষ্ট্র এমন্ একটি প্রেি যারা প্রকাসন্া েকার আন্তজব াথিক 

আইন্ মাসন্ ন্া। িারা ইরাক েখল কসর থন্সয়সি। িারা োসে রাজন্ীথিেহ েকল ক্ষক্ষত্রে থবশ্বসক িােন্ করসি। 

মাথকব ন্ যিুরাষ্ট্র োয় িাসের আসেি থন্সষযসকই প্রমসন্ েলসি হসব, িাসের ইোমসিা েলসি হসব। থবশ্ব বযাংক 

আইএমএ  থকংবা থবশ্ব বাথর্জয েংিা-এর মাযযসমও িারা োম্রাজযবােী প্রিাষর্সক থন্থবড় করার েসেষ্টা 

অবযাহি প্ররসখসি। ন্বয োম্রাজযবােী প্রিাষর্ প্রকৌিসলর  লশ্রুথিসি মুেথলম থবশ্ব িমি েথরদ্র প্রিসক েথরদ্রির 

হসে।12
 

 

16. পাশ্চাজযের অথ্যননলযক প্রভাে 

মুেথলম থবশ্ব ন্বয োম্রাজযবােীসের ষড়যসন্ত্রর কবসল পথিি হসয়সি। অিবনন্থিক থবশ্বায়সন্র েটকোর 

প্রলা াসন্র মাযযসম মেুথলম রাষ্ট্রেমভহ যাসি োম্রাজযবােীসের অিবনন্থিক োসে পথরর্ি হয় িার েবরকম 

প্রকৌিল উদ্ভাবন্ কসরসি োম্রাজযাবােী িথি। এ প্রক্ষসে মাথকব ন্ যুিরাসষ্ট্রর প্রন্িৃোযীন্ আইএমএ , থবশ্ব 

বাথর্থজযক েংিা, থবশ্ববযাংক, ইউসরাপীয় ইউথন্য়ন্ এমন্থক জাথিেক্সঘ েহায়ক ভ্ভ থমকা পালন্ করসি। এর 

 সল মুেথলম থবসশ্বর েথিটি প্রেিসক উন্নয়সন্র থন্ভ্ব রিীল িসেও এর অন্ুোরীসি পথরর্ি করা হসয়সি। এ 

েেসঙ্গ এম এ োঈে বসলন্,“মুেথলম থবশ্ব প্র াটা থবসশ্বর ষাট িিাংি েম্পসের মাথলক হওয়া স্বসেও িাসের 

থন্জস্ব অিবনন্থিক থভ্থি োম্রাজযবােী ষড়যসন্ত্রর কারসর্ িথিিালী করসি পাসরথন্। থবসশ্বর মজেু প্রিসলর 

৭৫%,  যাসের ৩৩%  েস সটর ৭৫ % টিসন্র ৬০ % এবং মযাং াথন্সজর ৩৫% এর মাথলক হওয়া েসি¡ও 

মুেথলম থবশ্ব আজও পশ্চাৎপে। পাশ্চাসিযর িিা উন্নি থবসশ্বর অিবন্ীথিসক েেল প্ররসখসি মযযোসেযর মেুথলম 

প্রেিগুসলার েথিি মভলযন্। মুেলমান্ সর্র অসিবই পথশ্চমারা আজ লাভ্বান্ হসে। মুেথলম থবসশ্বর 

অিবন্ীথিসক োম্রাজযবােীরাই থন্য়ন্ত্রর্ করসি োসে। প্রলাবালাইসজিন্ প্রশ্লা ান্ মাে। মভল কিা হসে, িথিিালী 

পাশ্চাসিযর পর্য থবথি করা। থফ্র প্রেসডর কিা বসল িারা এটি করসি, থবশ্ববযাংক, আইএমএ  পাশ্চাসিযর 

থবসিষ কসর মাথকব ন্ যিুরাসষ্ট্রর স্বািব রক্ষা কসর কাজ করসি। এসের ষড়যসন্ত্রই মুেথলম থবশ্ব অসঢল েম্পসের 

মাথলক হওয়া েসেও আিব-োমাথজক বযবিায় েেলিা ও উন্নথির যারা েৃথষ্ট করসি পাসরথন্।13
 

                                                           
12

 োগুি, পৃ. ২০১  
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17. পাশ্চাজযের েুলদ্ধলভলিক প্রভাে 

বুথদ্ধথভ্থিক েযাসলঞ্জ মুেথলম থবশ্বসক ক্ষততগ্রস্ত করসি। বথুদ্ধথভ্থিকভ্াসব পাশ্চািয ইেলামসক েন্ত্রােী বসল গ্রাে 

করার প্রেষ্টা করসি। ২০০১ োসলর ১১ প্রেসেম্বর ওয়াথিংটসন্র ওয়াল্ড প্রেট প্রেন্টার, টুইন্ টাওয়ার ও 

থন্উইয়সকব র প্রপন্টা সন্ ভ্য়াবহ থবমান্ হামালার ঘটন্ায় প্রকাসন্া থকিু েমার্ ন্া হওয়া েসি¡ও মাথকব ন্ 

যুিরাষ্ট্রেহ পাশ্চাসিয মুেথলম র্ আিমসর্র থিকার। এখসন্া প্রকউ থন্থশ্চি কসর বলসি পাসরথন্ আেসল প্রক 

১১ প্রেসেম্বসরর ঘটন্া ঘটিসয়সি। মাথকব ন্ েরকার একটি  রমাল জথুডথিয়াল িেন্ত পযবন্ত এখসন্া কসরথন্। 

থবোর থবভ্া ীয় প্রকাসন্া কথমিন্ কসরথন্। িেন্ত ন্া কসর, প্রকাসটব  েমার্ ন্া কসর মুেথলম সর্র োয়ী করা হসে। 

প্রটসরাথরজম বা েন্ত্রােবাে ইেলাম ও মুেথলম থবশ্বসক আিমর্ করার একটি হাথিয়ার মাে। বিব মাসন্ 

েন্ত্রােবাসের প্রপািাসক ইেলাম ও মুেথলম সর্র ওপর আিমর্ োলাসন্া হসে। 

 

18. জ্ঞান-লেজ্ঞান ও প্রর্লুিজয পলশ্চমা েগজযর কযৃয ত্ব  

এক েময় জ্ঞান্-থবজ্ঞান্ ও েযুথির প্রক্ষসে মুেথলম সর্র োযান্য থিল। পরবিীসি মেুথলম সর্র জ্ঞান্-থবজ্ঞান্ 

ও েযুথির প্রক্ষসে অমন্সযাথ িা ও পিন্ অন্যথেসক ইউসরাসপ জা রসর্র েভে যসর পথশ্চমা জ ি মুেলমান্সের 

কাি প্রিসক োপ্ত জ্ঞান্-থবজ্ঞান্সক েমৃদ্ধ কসর আন্ুষ্ঠাথন্ক থবজ্ঞাসন্র েভেন্া কসর। িারা বিব মাসন্ জ্ঞান্-থবজ্ঞান্ 

ও েযুথির প্রক্ষসে অভ্াবন্ীয় অগ্র থি লাভ্ কসরসি।14
 প্র াটা েথুন্য়া আজ আযুথন্ক জ্ঞান্-থবজ্ঞান্ ও েযুথির 

ওপর থন্ভ্ব রিীল। এম এ োঈে বসলন্, “বিব মান্ োম্রাজযবােী িথি এ েমস্ত জ্ঞান্-থবজ্ঞান্ ও েযুথি িাসের 

স্বাসিবর অন্ুকূসল বযবহার করসি। অন্যথেসক মেুথলম থবশ্ব এথেক প্রিসক ভ্ীষর্ভ্াসব থপথিসয় রসয়সি।”15
  

 

19. প্রচার লমলিয়ার ওপর পলশ্চমা কযৃয জত্বর চোজিঞ্জ 

থবশ্ববযাপী েোর থমথডয়ার ওপর কিৃব েিাপসন্র মাযযসম পথশ্চমা জ ি িিয ও থমথডয়া োম্রাজযবাসের এক 

বযাপক জাল থবস্তার কসরসি। এরা িিয থবকৃথি ও িিয েোসর কাজ কসরসি েুসকৌিসল। এরা োলাসে ন্ান্া 

কায়োয় ইেলাম ও মেুথলম থবশ্ব েম্পসকব  থবভ্রাথন্তকর েোরর্া। এরা ন্গ্নিা, অশ্লীলিা ও পসর্বাগ্রা ী 

মান্বজাথির মসযয বযাপকভ্াসব িথড়সয় প্রেয়ার ঘৃর্য কাজটি কসর যাসে। এরা থন্য়ন্ত্রর্ কসরসি েথুন্য়ার 

েবকটি আন্তজব াথিক েংবাে েংিা ও টিথভ্ প্রন্টওয়াকব ।  সল িাসের উৎে প্রিসক মুেথলম থবশ্বসক েংগ্রহ করসি 

হসে েংবাে ও িিয। িাসের প্রেয়া িিয ও েোরর্ার দ্বারা েভ্াথবি হসে েমগ্র েথুন্য়ার মান্ুষ। এ েম্পসকব  
                                                           
14

 ড. ইউেু  আল কারজাভ্ী, ইেলামী পুন্জব া রর্ : েমেযা ও েম্ভাবন্া (ঢাকা: আহোন্ পাবথলসকিন্ ২০১২) 
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এম এ োঈে বসলন্,“ োম্রাজযবােীরা প্রেসি প্রেসি ইেলামী আসদালন্ ও মুেথলম উম্মাহসক িিাকথিি প্রমৌলবাে 

প্রটরথরস্ট বসল েোর োথলসয় ইেলাম েম্পসকব  এক ভ্ীথিকর পথরিথি েৃথষ্টর বযাপক েয়াে োথলসয় যাসে। 

মুেথলম জন্স াষ্ঠীর ন্যায়েঙ্গি অথযকার েথিষ্ঠার আসদালন্ ও জা রর্সক েন্ত্রােী কমবকাণ্ড বসল আখযাথয়ি 

কসর এরা থবশ্ব জন্মিসক থবভ্রান্ত করার প্রকৌিল গ্রহর্ করসি।”16
   

 

20. অেীি লশল্পকিার প্রসার 

এম এ োঈে বসলন্, “পৃথিবীসি আস ও অশ্লীলিা থিল। থকন্তু অশ্লীলিা ও পসর্বাগ্রা ী আজসকর মসিা কখসন্া 

 র্রূপ পায়থন্। অশ্লীলিা ও পসর্বাগ্রাথ সক আজ েববাথযক গুরুেপভর্ব থিল্পকলা থহসেসব থবসবেন্া করা হসে। 

কাবয োথহিয, ন্াটক, উপন্যাে,  ল্প োরুকলা েথিটি থিল্পকসমবর মাযযসম জীবন্থবমখু বস্তুবােী, প্রভ্া াবােী 

পসর্বাগ্রা ী েিবসন্র েোর ঘটাসন্া হসে। েংবােপে, মযা াথজন্, থেসন্মা ও টিথভ্ প্রন্টওয়াসকব র মাযযসম এেব 

ঘসর ঘসর িথড়সয় প্রেয়া হসে। ধ্বংে হসে যুব েথরে, বাড়সি মােকািথি, িড়াসে মরর্ঘাথি প্ররা । যমব 

থবমুখথবকৃি প্রলখকরা আসটব র ন্াসম ধ্বংে কসর থেসে েমাজসক, মান্বিাসক। আর এেবসক েববে িথড়সয় 

থেসে আযুথন্ক েযথুি ও  র্মাযযসম। এেব হসে েুি েংসৃ্কথি থবকাসির পসি িীব্র বাযা। বিব মান্ যুস  অশ্লীল 

থিল্পকলার েোর মারািক েযাসলঞ্জ হসয় োথড়সয়সি।”17
   

 

21. লেশ্বেোপী োোর দখি ও পুুঁলেোজদর আলিপযে লেস্তার 

মুি বাজার অিবন্ীথির ন্াসম পুাঁথজবােী োম্রাজযবােী েি েব েময়ই মুেথলম থবসশ্বর বাজার েখসলর প্রেষ্টা 

োথলসয়সি। কথমউথন্জসমর পিসন্র পর এ েথিয়া আসরা প্রজারোর হসয়সি। এখন্ েলসি থবশ্বায়ন্ ও বাজার 

অিবন্ীথির ন্াসম পুাঁথজবাসের একসেটিয়া আথযপিয থবস্তাসরর প্রেষ্টা। িারা ইসিামসযযই মুেথলম থবসশ্বর থবরাট 

বাজার েখল কসর থন্সয়সি। মুেথলম থবশ্ব আজ োমান্য পসর্যর জন্য ও িাসের ওপর থন্ভ্ব রিীল হসয় আসি। 

অথযকন্তু পুাঁথজবাসের থবপুল িথি ও উপকরর্ বযয় হসে ইেলাসমর উত্থান্ প্রঠকাবার জন্য। 
18

 

 

22. নারীজক নভাগপণে লিজসজে উপস্থাপন ও নারীর েমযায়ন লিজসজে উপস্থাপন 

জাসহথলয়াসির যুস  ন্ারীসেরসক থন্িক প্রভ্া যপর্য থহসেসব  র্য করা হসিা। ইেলাসম ন্ারীসক েম্মান্াসিব মাসয়র 

জাথি থহসেসব মভলযায়ন্ করা হয়। ইেলাসমর িাশ্বি এ রীথিসক বাথিল করার লসক্ষয েোর মাযযমেমভসহ ন্ারীসক 

                                                           
16
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অযবন্গ্ন আকাসর উপিাপন্ কসর আকষবর্ীয় প্রভ্া যপসর্য পথরর্ি করা হয়। এভ্াসব েমাসজ প্রযৌন্াোর বযথভ্োর 

িথড়সয় পসড়। ইেলামী মভলযসবায ধ্বংেোপ্ত হয়। মুেথলম ন্ারীর েম্ভ্রম ও মযবাো বাথড়সয় প্রেয় থহজাব। 

বিব মাসন্ এসে পথশ্চমারা ইেলামী েংসৃ্কথির এ গুরুেপভর্ব থবষয়টির থবরুসদ্ধ ন্ান্ামুখী েোরর্া োলায়। িারা 

এসক ে থির অন্তরায়, েন্ত্রােীর মুসখাি ইিযাথে অপেোর োথলসয় মুেথলম ন্ারীসক পেব া প্রিসক বাইসর আন্সি 

োয়। একই োসি ন্ারী পুরুসষর েহথিক্ষায় উৎোথহি কসর বন্থিক অবক্ষসয়র থেসক প্রঠসল প্রেয় পথশ্চমারা। 

পথশ্চমাসের আগ্রােসন্র একটি িথিিালী হাথিয়ার হসলা ন্ারীর ক্ষমিায়ন্ িীষবক প্রশ্লা ান্। এ প্রশ্লা াসন্র 

মাযযসম িারা মুেথলম েমাসজর পাথরবাথরক বন্ধন্সক থিন্ন কসর প্রেয়। মাসয়র জাথিসক প্রঠসল প্রেয় মাসঠ 

ময়াোসন্ রাজন্ীথিসি। প্রভ্া পর্য থহসেসব ন্ারীসক কি থভ্ন্ন থভ্ন্নরূসপ েেিবন্ কসর ইেলামী েভ্যিা েংসৃ্কথির 

ধ্বংে োযন্ করা যায় িার মহড়া েলসি।  

 

23. অেীি আকাশ সাংসৃ্কলযর লেস্তার ও প্রভাে 

মুেথলম জাথিেিা এবং এর িাশ্বি েংসৃ্কথিসক থন্থশ্চহ্ন কসর প্রেয়ার েুেভরেোরী পথরকল্পন্া গ্রহর্ কসরসি ইহুথে, 

থখ্রষ্টান্রা। এর অংি থহসেসব আকাি েংসৃ্কথির ন্াসম প্রভ্া যবােী প্রপৌিথলক ও ন্গ্ন থবজািীয় েংসৃ্কথিসক 

প্রকৌিসল োথপসয় প্রেয়া হসয়সি। ‘েংসৃ্কথির উসো িািা’ ন্াসম খযাি থডি অযাথন্টন্ার মাযযসম মুেথলম থবসশ্ব 

প্রযৌসন্ােীপক থেসন্মা, ন্াটক, ন্াে- ান্, মসডথলং, েুদরী েথিসযা ীিা, ন্গ্নিা, প্রবহায়পন্া ইিযাথের থবস্তার 

ঘটাসন্া হসে। এভ্াসব ইেলামী িাহযীব িমেসুন্র মভসলাৎপাটন্ ঘটিসয় পথশ্চমা েংসৃ্কথির থবকাি ঘটাসন্া 

হসে।19
 

 

24. প্রদীপ প্রজ্জ্বিন ও ভাস্কর্য সাংসৃ্কলযর লেস্তার 

পথশ্চমাসের েভ্াসব মুেথলম থবসশ্বও েেীপ েজ্জ্বলন্ েংসৃ্কথির থবকাি ঘটসি। প্রখলার মাসঠ িায়ী েেীপ 

েজ্জ্বলন্। থবথভ্ন্ন িাপন্া, থমন্ার, ঐথিহাথেক িাসন্ থিখা অথন্ববার্, থিখা থেরন্তন্ ইিযাথে ন্াসম প্রযেব েেীপ 

প্রবেী িাথপি হসে িা মভলি অথগ্ন উপােক গ্রীক ও থহদ ুেংসৃ্কথিরই অংি। থিরকী এ েংসৃ্কথির থবস্তাসরর 

মাযযসম মুেথলম রাষ্ট্র েমভসহর জন্ সর্র প্রমৌথলক থবশ্বাসে থের যরাসন্া হসে। মুেথলম রাষ্ট্রেমভসহ পথশ্চমা 

অনন্েলাথমক েংসৃ্কথির আগ্রােসন্র আসরকটি থেক হসলা ভ্াস্কযব ও মভথিব  িাপন্। েংথশ্লষ্ট প্রেসির থবখযাি 

বযথিসের মভথিব  বিরী কসর প্রেসির থবথভ্ন্ন িান্, ঐথিহাথেক জায় া, থমন্ার, েড়ক, দ্বীপ, থবশ্বথবেযালয় ইিযাথে 
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গুরুেপভর্ব িাসন্ িাপন্ করা হয়। এভ্াসব প্রেিবযাপী মভথিব র থবস্তার ঘটিসয় প্রেিবােীসক মভথিব পভজারী থহসেসব  সড় 

প্রিালার েয়াে গ্রহর্ করসি পাশ্চািয েংসৃ্কথির অন্ধ অন্ুোরীরা। 

 

25. নসৌন্দজর্যর োলণলেেক প্রদশযনী 

েুদরী েথিসযাথ িার ন্াসম পথশ্চমারা থমে ওয়াল্ডব , থমে ইউথন্ভ্ােব, থমে এথিয়া থমে আসমথরকা,পযাথেথ ক 

ইিযাথে থন্ববােন্ কসর থন্ববাথেিসেরসক পুরসৃ্কি কসর িাসক। এর থন্ববােন্ পদ্ধথি এমন্, প্রযখাসন্ থন্রাবরর্ 

ন্ারীসেসহর েেিবন্ী হয়। থবোরকরা িসের প্রেসহর উন্নিির  ঠন্ ও আন্ুষথঙ্গক েকাি ভ্থঙ্গমার জন্য পুরসৃ্কি 

কসর িাসক। এর  সল ন্ারীসেরসক বাথর্থজযকভ্াসব প্রভ্া পন্য রূপান্তসরর মাযযসম বযথভ্োসরর থবশ্বায়ন্ করা 

হসে। পথশ্চমা েংসৃ্কথির এসহন্ উলঙ্গ েকাি মুেথলম থবসশ্বও  ভ্ীর ভ্াসব েভ্াব প্র সলসি। অসন্ক মুেথলম 

প্রেসির মুেথলম প্রমসয়রা এসি অংিগ্রহর্ কসর। আবার অসন্ক মুেথলম রাষ্ট্র এর আসয়াজকসের ভ্ভ থমকা পালন্ 

কসর ইেলাসমর িালীন্িার িাশ্বি থবযান্সক ভ্ভ লুথিি করসি থদ্বযা করসি ন্া। 

 

26. ফ্োশন নশা সাংসৃ্কলয 

বিব মান্ মুেথলম থবসশ্ব প্রপািাক েেিবন্ীর ন্াসম ন্ারী পুরুষ থবথভ্ন্ন অিালীন্ প্রপািাসক েথজ্জি হসয় েিবকসের 

োমসন্ অঙ্গভ্থঙ্গমা েেিবন্ কসর। েুেথজ্জি মসডল িরুর্ীসের কযাট ওয়াক আর েিবন্ীয় ভ্থঙ্গমায় প্রেসহর েেিবন্ 

েিবকসের মাসঝ উন্মিিা েথৃষ্ট কসর। মুেথলম থবসশ্ব পথশ্চমা েমাসজর এেব প্রবহায়াপন্ার বযাপক থবস্তার 

ঘটসি। এর  সল মুেথলম েমাসজ অবায প্রযৌন্াোর,  ালবসফ্রে কালোর, থলভ্ টুস োর ও েমকাথমিার মি 

ভ্য়াবহ ক্ষি মহামারীর মসিা িথড়সয় পসড়সি। মুেথলম সর্র িিাকথিি েভ্যকরসর্র েথিয়ায় পথশ্চমা 

থমথডয়া মুেথলমসের েমাসজ এেব অনন্থিক েম্পসকব র থবষ ঢুথকসয় থেসে। 

 

27. লেজ্ঞাপন সাংসৃ্কলয 

থবজ্ঞাপন্ পর্য বাজারজািকরসর্র একটি মাযযম হসলও মুেথলম িাহযীব িমুেন্ ধ্বংসে এর বযাপক েভ্াব 

রসয়সি। োয় েকল পসর্যর থবজ্ঞাপসন্ অপথরহাযবভ্াসব বযবহার হয় মসডল িরুর্ীরা। এ বযাপারটি বিব মাসন্ 

োয় থবন্া েযাসলসঞ্জ মেুথলম রাষ্ট্র েমভসহর থমথডয়াসিও ঢুসক পসড়সি। এর মাযযসম িরুর্ী ন্ারীসেরসক 

আকষবর্ীয় প্রভ্া যপর্য থহসেসবই উপিাপন্ করা হয়। এভ্াসব মুেথলম ন্ারীর থহজাব রীথিমসিা েযাসলসঞ্জর 

েম্মুখীন্ হসয়সি। পেব াহীন্িা, অবায প্রযৌন্াোর, ন্ারী পরুুসষর অবায প্রমলাসমিা ইিযাকার অনন্েলাথমক 

রীথির থবস্তার মভলি ন্ারী থবজ্ঞাপন্ েংসৃ্কথির থবস্তাসররই  ল। 
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28. পালরোলরক েন্ধন লিন্নকরণ 

পথশ্চমা োমাথজক েিার েভ্াসব মেুথলম থবসশ্বর প্রেিগুসলাসি পাথরবাথরক েিায় ভ্াঙ্গন্ েৃথষ্ট হসে। 

পাথরবাথরক বন্ধন্ থিথিল হসে। মুেথলম পাথরবাথরক বন্ধসন্র ঐথিহযসক ভ্ভ লুথিি কসর মুেথলম 

রাষ্ট্রগুসলাসিও পথশ্চমা যাাঁসে  সড় ওঠসি বৃদ্ধািম। এর  সল বাযবকযকবথলি থপিা মািাসক প্রেবা যত্ন করার 

আিাহর থন্সেবি লংঘন্ কসর িাসেরসক থন্মবমভ্াসব পথরবার ও েমাজেুযি করা হয়।20
 

 

29. পলশ্চমা গণযজের লেকাশ 

একথবংি িিাব্দীর োম্রাজযবােী পথশ্চমা িথি মুেথলম থবসশ্ব িাসের স্বািবন্ুকুল  র্িন্ত্র োথপসয় প্রেয়ার েসেষ্টায় 

অবযাহিভ্াসব েোর প্রোপা াো োথলসয় যাসে। প্রকান্ মুেথলম প্রেসি িাসের পসক্ষর যমবথন্রসপক্ষ  বা 

ইেলামথবসরাযী প্রেকুযলার েল থন্ববাথেি হসল িাসেরসক েহায়িা কসর পথশ্চমা িথি। থকন্তু িাসের স্বাসিবর 

থবপরীসি প্রকান্ ইেলামী েল থন্ববােসন্ থন্ববাথেি হসল িাসেরসক পিন্ ঘটাসন্ার েবরকসমর ষড়যন্ত্র ও েোর 

েপা াো োলায় এবং ইেলামপেী েরকাসরর পিন্ ঘটায় আযুথন্ক োম্রাজযবােী পথশ্চমা িথি। থন্কট 

অিীসি আলসজথরয়া, ইরাক, আ  াথন্স্তান্, থ থলথস্তন্, পাথকস্তান্েহ মুেথলম থবসশ্বর েববেই এ ন্ীথির 

েসয়াস র মাযযসম মুেথলম রাষ্ট্রেমভহসক আিবোমাথজক ও রাজনন্থিকভ্াসব প্রেউথলয়া কসর প্রেয়ার প্রেষ্টা 

োথলসয়সি িারা। এর  সল প্র াটা থবশ্বসক এমন্ এক পিীসি রূপান্তর করার প্রেষ্টা করসি যার প্রন্িৃে রসয়সি 

মাথকব ন্ীসের হাসি আর কিৃব সে রসয়সি ইহুথেরা।21
 

 

30. লেলভন্ন লদেস পািন 

পথশ্চমা োম্রাজযবােীসের েসরােন্ায় মুেথলম থবসশ্বর প্রেিেমভসহ থবথভ্ন্ন থেবে পালসন্র প্ররওয়াজ োলু হসয়সি। 

প্রযমন্-থবশ্ব ভ্ালবাো থেবে, এথেল  ুল ইিযাথে। এমথন্ভ্াসব জাথিেংঘ ও আন্তজব াথিক েংিা কিৃব ক  

আসরাথপি থবথভ্ন্ন থেবে পাথলি হয়। এেব থেবে পালসন্র মাযযসম মুেথলমসের আথকো ও আমল িভ্াসব 

থবভ্রান্ত করা হয়। োমথজক িকৃ্সখলা ন্ষ্ট হয়। প্রবহায়পন্া, প্রযৌন্াোর বৃথদ্ধ পায়।  
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31. োলযসাংস্থা ও লেলভন্ন সািার্ে সাংস্থার ভূলমকা 

জাথিেংঘ, এর থবথভ্ন্ন িাখা, ইউসরাপীয় ও আসমথরকার থবথভ্ন্ন োহাযয েংিা এমন্থক ইেরাইলী েংিা 

মুেথলম থবসশ্বর থবথভ্ন্ন প্রেসি ন্ান্ামখুী োহাযয ও উন্নয়ন্মভলক কমবিৎপরিা োলায়। ন্ারী উন্নয়ন্, থি¶ া 

কমবেভেী, োমাথজক থন্রাপিা জাল িিা এন্থজও ইিযাথের ন্াসম মুেথলমসের থিক্ষা, োমাথজক ঐথিহয, থহজাব 

েিা, প্রমৌথলক থবশ্বাে েভৃ্থি ধ্বংে োযসন্ ভ্ভ থমকা পালন্ করসি। থবথভ্ন্ন োহাযয েংিা িাসের আসরাথপি 

িিব াবলী দ্বারা মেুথলম রাষ্ট্রেমভহ এবং েরকারসক িাসের িাসবোসর পথরর্ি কসর। 

 

32. মুসলিমগজণর আত্মমিূোয়ন 

ইবসন্ খালেনু্ ‘আল মকুাথেমা’ গ্রসে ‘উমরান্’ িসি¡ প্রেথখসয়সিন্, েমাজ িার থন্জস্ব  থিসি থবকথিি হসব। 

েযুথি থন্ভ্ব র আজসকর থবশ্ব প্রে থবকথিি েমাসজরই স্বরূপ। থকন্তু মুেথলম মন্ীষী থবসিষি বিব মান্ প্রন্িৃে 

থবকািমান্ েমাজ ও রাষ্ট্র বযবিার োসি েথিসযাথ িায় বযিব হসয়সি।  সল পথশ্চমা থবশ্ব রাজন্ীথি, অিবন্ীথি, 

োমাথজক থববিব ন্, েকল ক্ষক্ষত্রে প্র াটা থবসশ্বর প্রন্িৃে থেসে। মুেথলম থবশ্ব িাসের েববমুখী আগ্রােসন্র 

থিকার।22
 

 

33. উপসাংিার 

মুেথলম উম্মাহর ইথিহাে পযবাসলােন্া করসল প্রেখা যায় প্রয, ে’ুটি কারসর্ মুেথলমরা েবসেসয় প্রবথি ক্ষথিগ্রস্ত 

হসয়সি। একটি হসলা যমবজ্ঞাসন্র অভ্াব, অপরটি অনন্কয। অনন্কয শুযু িাসের জা থিক েেুবিার জন্য োয়ী 

ন্য়, যমীয় অযঃপিসন্রও কারর্। েবসেসয় েঃুখজন্ক বযাপার এই প্রয, বিব মাসন্র িিাকথিি এই মুেথলমরা 

একিা বুঝসি অক্ষম প্রয পৃথিবীসি িারা প্রয কি অবসহথলি ও অপমাথন্ি। িারা প্রয থন্সজসের প্রলাক দ্বারা 

েরমভ্াসব প্রিাথষি ও েিাথরি এ প্রবাযিথিও িাসের প্রন্ই। জীবসন্র লক্ষয েম্বসন্ধ মুেথলমরা এখন্ েরম 

থবভ্রাথন্তসি থন্মথজ্জি। মুেলমান্সের এই মান্থেক অবিাসক কাসজ লাথ সয় পাশ্চািয েমাজ অিযন্ত 

পুংখান্ুপুঙ্খান্ভু্াসব মেুথলম প্রেিগুসলাসি িাসের েংসৃ্কথিসক োথপসয় থেসয়সি।  মুেথলমসের ইথিহাে পযবাসলােন্া 

করসল প্রেখা যাসব, িাসের োথববক অযঃপিসন্র মভল কারর্ যমব থবেজব ন্, পাশ্চাসিযর েংসৃ্কথিসক অন্ুেরন্। 

আযুথন্কিার ন্াসম মুেথলম প্রেিগুসলাসি থজন্া-বযথভ্োর, েুে, জয়ুা, মসের বযপক েেলন্ ঘটিসয় থেসয়সি। 

মুেথলমরা বিব মাসন্ িাসের থন্জস্ব েংসৃ্কথির মসযয এই থবষয়গুসলাসক অন্তভু্ব ি কসরসি। িারা এমন্ উোথেন্ 
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পযবাসয় উপথন্ি হসয়সি প্রয, িারা ভ্ভ সলই  প্র সি এগুসলা িাসের যমব স্পষ্ট হারাম।  এই অবিায় এখন্ও মুেথলম 

থবশ্ব যথে যমবসক আাঁকসড় ন্া যসর িাহসল েংখযায় মুেথলম র্ েথিথেন্ বাড়সি িাকসলও ইেলাসমর েথৃষ্টভ্থঙ্গ 

থেসয় এসের অযঃপিন্ প্রকউ প্রঠকাসি পারসব ন্া। 

 

ঐকয িাড়া প্রকান্জাথি প্রকান্ বযাপাসর ো লয অজব ন্ করসি প্রপসরসি-মান্ব ইথিহাসে এমন্ প্রকান্ েষৃ্টান্ত প্রন্ই। 

েুিরাং এ অবিায় মুেথলমসেরসক ঐকযবদ্ধ হসয় ঈমাসন্র পথরপভর্ব অন্ুেরর্ করসি হসব। মুেথলম রাষ্ট্র 

েযান্সের যিাযি ভ্ভ থমকা গ্রহর্ করসি হসব। পািাপাথি মুেথলম প্রেি েমভসহ অিবনন্থিক স্বায়িিােন্, 

জাথি ি েুথবযাসবায িযা , অনন্েলাথমক থেন্তার থবরুসদ্ধ েথিসরায, অিবপভর্ব েস্তুথি গ্রহর্, প্রেিন্া প্রবাসযর 

েথিক্ষর্, থিল্প েযুথি ও োমথরক েস্তুথি গ্রহর্ ও োওয়ািী কাযবিসমর েোর-েোর থন্থশ্চি করসি হসব। 

িাহসল মুেথলম জাথি আবাসরা িাসের হারাসন্া থেন্ থ সর পাসব। পৃথিবীসি ইেলাসমর আসলা িথড়সয় থেসি 

পারসব। থবসশ্বর েথিটি মান্ষু কুর’আন্ ও েুন্নাহর আসলাসক িাসের জীবন্ পথরোলন্া কসর এক আিাহর 

েন্তুথষ্ট অজব ন্ ও জান্নাি থন্থশ্চি করসি পারসব। 
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